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ABSTRACT
Thermal switches are systems that are capable of switching between high and low
effective conductivity. Contact-aided Cellular Compliant Mechanisms (C3M) are cellular
structures that employ internal contact mechanisms to enable high effective strains in
response to mechanical loads. When active, these contacts also introduce new thermal
conductive pathways and provide a novel avenue to passive thermal control. The
research described herein is concerned with the design and characterization of a structure
that exhibits effective variable thermal conductivity. Such a structure would be useful
aboard small satellites as a thermal-control-interface layer between an electronics box
and the spacecraft structure.
A finite element model of a bi-material C3M cell was built in ANSYS and
subjected to thermal loads experienced by typical spacecraft equipment. The cell
exhibited a large range of thermal conductivities by passively adapting to the changing
thermal environment. The reference temperature, from which thermal strain is
calculated, plays an important role in centering the adaptive response to best fit the target
performance goals.
Using a model for thermal contact resistance (TCR) as a function of pressure, the
cell was able to meet a high-conductivity goal under high thermal loading and change to
a low effective conductivity more than 20 times less than the high-conductivity value
under different thermal loading. TCR depends greatly on the pressure applied at the
interface, which makes the “switch” less of a discrete step-change between modes and
closer to a continuous thermal valve. A proposed T-shaped cell was shown to achieve a
high conductivity state that surpassed the target value, using ideal TCR values.
Future work includes fabricating the bi-material cell. Work also needs to be done
in determining how the compliant cells can be configured into a 3D structure. The
capacity of the cell to withstand a structural load to survive the launch phase of a satellite
must also be investigated to determine how the structural response changes the design
approach, which has been entirely driven by the thermal performance in this thesis.
There is still much work to be done, but the analysis presented herein indicates that this
concept has the potential to replace a bulky active thermal control system with a lowfootprint passive system with the ability to self-regulate its effective conductivity.
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NOMENCLATURE
A = cross-section area in direction of heat flow
h = heat transfer coefficient [W/m2K]
H = height of unit cell in direction of desired heat flow [m]
k = thermal conductivity [W/mK]
keff = effective thermal conductivity [W/mK]
P = compressive normal pressure [Pa]
q = thermal heat flux [W/m2]
R = thermal resistance [K/W]
t = time [s]
T = temperature [K]
Tref = reference temperature for thermal expansion [K]
TCR = thermal contact resistance [m2K/W]
W = width of unit cell [m]
α = coefficient of thermal expansion [m/mK]
σ = RMS surface roughness (m)
σ’ = Normalized RMS surface roughness = σ / σ0, where σ0 = 1µm
ψswitch = Switch ratio for effective conductivity states = KHIGH/KLOW
λ = difference ratio between mismatched CTE’s (αh-αl)/α0
Subscripts
0 = reference quantity
a = apparent quantity
Bot = pertaining to thermal sink surface
c = contact quantity
h = pertaining to high-conductivity material
HIGH = pertaining to high thermal conductivity operating mode
l = pertaining to low-conductivity material
LOW = pertaining to low thermal conductivity operating mode

xvi

n = nominal quantity
Top = pertaining to surface on which heat flux is applied

Superscripts
* = normalized or equivalent quantity
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Chapter 1

Background and Motivation

1.1 Introduction
Thermal management of electronic devices is a primary concern in spacecraft
systems. The increasing density of transistors in electronics means that an increasing
quantity of excess heat is generated. Ineffective dissipation of thermal energy leads to a
device’s temperature exceeding its allowable hot or cold limit. Exceeding those limits is
a threat to a device’s performance, life cycle, and reliability.
Active, passive, and combination cooling methods are the subject of ongoing
research. Single-mode cooling methods are highly effective when the device is run at a
constant power level and the thermal environment is relatively unchanging. For instance,
a standard light bulb to be used inside a building will experience a predictable thermal
environment and operational parameters for which the system is optimized. Stabilizing a
device’s temperature becomes a challenge when the operational mode and/or thermal
environment fluctuate considerably, as happens in spacecraft systems [1]. Traditionally,
the approach to thermal control on spacecraft has been to implement a highly-efficient
cooling strategy augmented with auxiliary heaters to stabilize the temperature. Although
this type of approach is necessary for some sophisticated devices that require temperature
variations to be limited to a very narrow range, for instance, +/- 0.5 degrees, in general
cases the approach is an inefficient use of energy. The thermoelectric heaters are
triggered by measurements from a limited number of thermocouples attached to a device,
and the placement of the thermocouples critically determines the response of the thermal
control system. There is risk associated with the inappropriate placement and
malfunction of sensors, and thus a need for redundancy. In contrast to this risk associated
with active control, the reliability and predictability of passive systems make them the
preferred choice whenever possible.
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Sophisticated adaptive control systems are being researched as a replacement for
the passive-cooling plus thermoelectric-heater scheme. There is demand for a
temperature-regulating system to hold components near or slightly above room
temperature for all thermal environment and operating conditions. This temperature
range encompasses many of the components and subsystems typically found on
spacecraft such as batteries and regulator units, computers and supporting hardware, and
reaction wheels [1] [2]. The primary form of thermal transport on spacecraft is direct
thermal conduction, so it is this pathway that is the focus for adaptive control.
The basic aim of the thermal control system (TCS) is to control the transfer of
excess device heat to the exterior surface for thermal emission to cold space, and in turn
limit heat transfer from the external surface to internal components. Heat transfer also
occurs by thermal radiation between components, but the contribution of this transfer is
significantly less than conduction when the temperatures involved are less than 700K [3].
Often, electronics are attached to the thermal bus by a baseplate (also called a “thermal
doubler” [4]), which is used to spread heat from a small device to a larger area for faster
conduction to the heat sink. This passive connection often takes the form of a slab of
high-thermal-conductivity metal such as aluminum. Its placement within the satellite
system is shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Typical heat conduction path from site of heat generation Qɺ to the point of
dissipation [5]
Self-adaptive thermal control elements could act as an adaptable valve for thermal
energy flow through the spacecraft system. In this research the solid metal baseplate,
which has a fixed high thermal conductivity, would be replaced by a structural thermal
switch: a structure that is capable of transforming between high and low effective thermal
conductivity. The change between conductivity modes would occur passively in
response to the temperature difference across the plate. The system is fundamentally a
passive feedback system to drive the electronics module temperature toward a desired
operating temperature.

1.2 Purpose of Thesis
The purpose of this thesis is to explore the use of compliant structural cells with
internal contact to accomplish variable thermal conductivity. Compliant mechanisms are
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flexible structures that transform an input force or energy into a desired output
displacement. Contact-aided compliant mechanisms incorporate contact points that
engage during the loading phase, resulting in a change in the load path after a threshold
deformation occurs. A contact-aided cellular compliant mechanism (C3M) is made up of
an array of repeated cellular structures, such as the hexagonal array shown in Figure 1.2.

Repeated non-contact-aided compliant cellular array

Unit cell

Repeated contact-aided compliant cellular array

Unit cell

Figure 1.2: Repeated array of compliant cells with and without internal contact
mechanisms [6]
Traditionally, compliant mechanisms use an external mechanical force as an input
for deformation. Much literature exists pertaining to cellular compliant mechanisms,
with and without internal contacts, for various purposes like energy absorption [6] and
morphing structures [7]. Research has also been done in developing schemes for
optimizing compliant structures for particular objectives.
In this thesis, the focus is on a compliant cellular structure that responds to an
input of thermal energy. Temperature change causes thermal expansion of the elements
within the cell, which causes the cell to change shape. In recent years new literature has
addressed the design and optimization of thermally-driven compliant mechanisms. Many
research groups are interested in the creation of structural cellular materials that exhibit
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programmable coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) by combining the behaviors of
multiple materials. These designs take advantage of the different CTE value each
material has to create cellular arrays that exhibit zero-expansion, non-isotropic expansion,
or negative expansion. No works have been concerned with the thermal conductivity of
the cells, only the local and global deformation response.

1.2.1 Problem Overview
A Contact-aided Cellular Compliant Mechanism (C3M) employs internal contact
mechanisms to enable high effective strains in response to mechanical loads. When
active, these contacts also introduce new thermal conductive pathways and, using
multiple materials, provide a novel avenue to passive thermal control. This thesis is
concerned with the development of a structure that exhibits effective variable thermal
conductivity through the cell in the primary direction indicated in Figure 1.3.:

Direction of
heat flow

Figure 1.3: Primary thermal conductivity direction across a 2D unit cell
The structure would perform as a thermal switch without the need for active
control. The proposed concept consists of compliant cells that deform in response to a
temperature difference, and deformation results in alternately creating and breaking heat
conduction paths via mechanical contacts. Complex heat paths through the geometry and
the thermo-mechanical properties of two materials are used to create an advantageous
deformation.
Using a combination of ceramic-like and metal-like materials (material classes
which have vastly different thermal characteristics), novel behavior can be generated.
The representative concept in Figure 1.4 demonstrates how the difference in CTE
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between two materials is used to the designer’s advantage. When the temperature in the
system rises, the high-conductivity and high-CTE contact element expands more than the
low-conductivity material, and the contact gap shrinks to zero. The contact gap initially
blocks the high-conductivity path, making the cell highly insulating since the only heat
path is through the low-conductivity material. Once the contact gap closes, heat can
begin to flow through the high-conductivity path and thus the effective conductivity of
the cell increases.
“LOW”

“HIGH”
WARM

HOT
Low CTE
Low k
High CTE
High k

Contact gap
COLD

COLD

Figure 1.4: Representative C3M unit cell with multiple materials to achieve variable heat
path configurations
Ideally the ratio between the effective thermal conductivity in the “HIGH”conducting mode and “LOW”-conducting mode should be large. It is desirable to have
the lowest conductivity possible so that makeup heaters are never required, and it is
desirable to have the highest conductivity possible so that a large range of heat flux loads
can be accommodated. Also, the switch between these modes should occur near a
programmable “switch temperature,” so that the conductivity modes act to drive the hotside temperature toward that set temperature.
One of the major hurdles to clear in this problem is minimizing the total thermal
resistance of the structure in its high-conductivity operation mode. This will involve
selecting a high-conductivity material and addressing the resistance that occurs at the
solid contact interface. Surfaces that appear to be macroscopically smooth are actually
microscopically rough, covered in small uneven peaks called asperities. When two
surfaces touch they only contact at the tips of the asperities with gas-filled or vacuum-
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filled spaces between the contacts. Heat transfer across an interface takes place primarily
through these surface-asperity micro-contacts. The significant thermal resistance that
results from the micro-contacts is termed thermal contact resistance (TCR). In general,
TCR in conforming surfaces is assumed to be governed by a surface-roughness
parameter, mechanical properties of the material, presence of interstitial material or
gasses, and compressive contact pressure. Thus, there are two objectives for minimizing
TCR in this application: 1. Reduce TCR through surface treatments. 2. Design a
compliant cell that produces large pressure at the contact interface. This thesis is
primarily concerned with the latter objective but aims to make assessments and
recommendations about contact-surface requirements for future research.
Using solid materials as a thermal switch has been dismissed by some on the
grounds of the high thermal resistances that occur between dry solid contacts [3] [8].
However, by combining advanced surface materials such as nano-particle diamond film
or aligned carbon nano-tubes (CNTs) with a compliant cell that generates large contact
pressure, this thesis aims to show that this may be possible and could have the additional
characteristic of being a load-bearing solid structure, creating a novel multi-functional
structure.

1.2.2 Research Objectives
The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the feasibility of using compliant cells to
create a variable-conductivity interface layer and identify the challenges that must be
overcome in order to improve performance and make it more viable. The behavior of
several test-structures will be analyzed to identify key considerations for cell topology
and material/surface requirements. This thesis also aims to create tools for designing,
analyzing and optimizing such a structure, and to quantify design parameters and figures
of merit.
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1.3 Literature Review
There is a good deal of literature surrounding the design and performance of
thermal-cellular mechanisms. Both single-material and bi-material designs have been
investigated. The goal of thermally-loaded compliant mechanisms in the literature is
often to maximize a desired displacement in response to heating, or to minimize effective
global displacement in a cellular array. There is also significant work done in modeling
and predicting thermal contact resistance. A reliable closed-form equation for TCR that
covers all materials and interface conditions does not exist, though there are many models
that have been shown to agree reasonably well with experimental data under specific
conditions.

1.3.1 Thermal Switches
Passive variable-performance designs have already found use on spacecraft. A
type of radiator fin uses a passive bi-material design that relies on the mismatched CTE
in the materials to control the amount of surface area exposed to cold space, and thus
controls the thermal radiation rate [2]. Along the same lines, a variable-radiation tile was
made from micro-machined silicon to control thermal transport from the interior surface
of a compliant tile to the exterior surface [9]. The two thermally-isolated surfaces of the
tile were brought into mechanical contact using electrostatic actuation to bend flexural
joints in the system, as shown in Figure 1.5a. The authors reported that good thermal
isolation was achieved when the surfaces were separated by just 10 micrometers of
vacuum. The experimental data from this design demonstrated how initial mechanical
contact with little compressive pressure does not create good thermal contact. A
significant improvement in the rate of heat flow was not observed until the pressure from
the deforming silicon die had reached a higher value. In this solid-solid contact switch
there was not a clean HIGH/LOW different between discrete operating performances, but
rather a sort of heat flux “valve” that was controlled by the pressure at the contact
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surface. In this case, the contact pressure was controlled by the input voltage. The ratio
between RHIGH and RLOW was not stated, nor was the heat flux.
Two passive designs for self-adaptive thermal switches using low-melting-point
metallic micro-droplets were designed and prototypes were experimentally analyzed by
Geng et al [3] and Cho et al [8]. The low-melting-point metallic micro-droplets
create/break heat paths between two thermally-isolated surfaces near room temperature.
Both designs deposited micro-droplets of a metal onto one surface and let the high
thermal expansion properties of the liquid act to bridge the gap, shown in Figure 1.5B.
The melting and subsequent expansion of the droplets is driven solely by the local
temperature of the base surface. The use of a low-viscosity liquid reduces the high
thermal resistance associated with solid-solid contact, since the liquid can more easily
deform to eliminate spaces between contact asperities. The micro-droplets also exhibit
larger thermal displacements than solid material, and the temperature at which contact is
made is programmed by the melting point of the alloy, the size of the droplet, and the gap
between the two surfaces.
The actuation is entirely temperature-driven, making the technique a self-adaptive
and passive thermal switch. Geng [3] demonstrated the design is reversible and that it
self-adjusts to stabilize the base temperature (high-temperature side). Each droplet
continues to expand as the temperature increases, which increases the contact area and
creates a larger flux path. The concept also has the desirable property that the switch
occurs only in response to the base temperature (the expansion of the droplets and initial
contact with the opposite surface is not dependent on the heat sink temperature). Each
droplet actuates independently based on the local temperature distribution, and because of
this it helps alleviate hotspots and drive the base surface to a more uniform temperature.
However, the newly-created thermal pathways do not carry structural load and, though
both designs were demonstrated experimentally to be reversible under gravity, the effects
of operating in microgravity are unknown. Neither paper states the magnitude of applied
heat flux that the designs could handle. Cho [8], who used mercury droplets, reported
that a thermal resistance ratio RHIGH/RLOW > 50 was feasible.
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(a) Electro-statically actuated radiator tile [9]

(b) Low-melting-point metallic droplet thermal switch [3]
Figure 1.5: Two forms of variable heat-transfer-rate devices
Contact-aided cellular compliant mechanisms (C3M) have the potential to exhibit
a similar self-adaptive passive response to thermal loading, without the dangers of
resorting to toxic low-melting-point metals such as mercury. Additionally, by using
cellular structures, the design could also be load-bearing and could be potentially
embedded into the satellite structure.
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1.3.2 Compliant Cellular Structure Design
Compliant mechanism designs must incorporate flexibility but also must be strong
enough to sustain applied loads. Compliant structures work by deforming in such a way
that some of the energy that caused the deformation is stored as elastic energy in the
structure, and the remainder of the energy is used at the output. Traditionally,
deformation of compliant structures is achieved by applying a force to an input site on the
structure. The force is then transmitted by elastic deformation of the materials and the
flexibility of its components, which can result in large effective strains. The energy is
stored elastically within the structure or in an external repository like a spring, so that the
mechanism returns to its initial configuration when the input load is removed.
Thermally-driven compliant structures follow a similar concept. Instead of a
mechanical input force a temperature change in the structure causes thermal expansion,
which produces the necessary driving forces and deformation. The thermal input can be
via any number of phenomena: ambient change in temperature such that the whole
structure is at an elevated uniform temperature; Joule heating; an applied localized heat
flux; or a combination of multiple inputs.
Designing mechanisms that will cause a desired mechanical response is
sometimes intuitive if the response and the thermal state are well understood or simple.
For example, a popular micro-actuator is a symmetric v-shape “chevron”, illustrated in
Figure 1.6 [10]. The chevron relies on the constrained thermal expansion of its angled
arms to move a central point in a straight line, and can produce a large force if that point
is constrained. Another well-known example is the Guckel actuator [10], which uses
constrained thermal expansion to produce lateral bending. The temperature increase in
the structure is caused by Joule heating. The quantity of material in each arm, shown in
Figure 1.6, gives the arms different resistive properties, so that one arm heats up and
elongates more than the other and generates a lateral displacement.
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Figure 1.6: Chevron and Guckel micro-actuators deform due to constrained thermal
expansion [10]
Several design approaches have been used to optimize these designs and to tackle
less-intuitive problems: continuum topology optimization [11] [12], truss mathematics,
and an application of the mathematics of screw theory [13]. The goal of the
homogenization/continuum optimization method is to find the non-intuitive optimum
distribution of material or materials to accomplish a displacement resulting from the
thermal boundary conditions. Formulations for continuum-optimization have been
demonstrated for both single-material and multi-material topologies. In the multimaterial case, the optimizer attempts to find the best distribution and choice of material to
achieve the objective. All optimization approaches require sequential solving of the
thermal governing equation and the elastic governing equation. The multi-material
continuum optimization schemes tend to produce results that satisfy the objectives but
can be difficult to fabricate.
A large portion of the literature addresses the creation of ultra-low CTE structural
sheets for applications such as optical benches, which have a low tolerance for thermal
effects. The expansion of individual structural members, made of more than one
material, is compensated for by bending and rotation within the unit cells to create an
effective null expansion. Another application of multiple-material compliant cellular
structures is a low-stress skin layer for aircraft experiencing high aero-thermal heating
loads. Steeves et al. [14] created a plane of cells that deformed internally but left
specific geometric points stationary, allowing for locations where the skin could be
mechanically attached to the sub-structure without transmitting any stress from thermal
expansion. The stationary points are created by the symmetry of the cell structure. This
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design operates under the assumption that temperature change is relatively uniform
throughout the array.
The designs, formulations and objectives in the literature are primarily concerned
with minimizing the global effective CTE of cellular arrays, or creating a specific output
displacement given a set of thermal and mechanical boundary conditions. None have
examined the effective thermal conductivity properties of the resulting structure.

1.3.3 Thermal Contact Resistance
A hindrance to the efficiency of the proposed approach is the substantial thermal
resistance at the solid-solid interface called Thermal Contact Resistance (TCR). TCR
arises from the fact that macroscopically smooth surfaces are microscopically rough, as
illustrated in Figure 1.7. Thermal conduction only occurs through the regions that are in
mechanical contact [15], and even at high normal pressures the real area that is in contact
between two conforming surfaces is often less than 10% of the apparent area [16].
Thermal flux is slowed and funneled through the tiny contacts which leads to an apparent
temperature drop ∆T at the interface, as shown in Figure 1.8.

Material 1
Material 2

Figure 1.7: Heat flow constriction through micro-contacts at asperities. [17]
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Figure 1.8: Temperature drop across solid interface.
materials, surface geometry, and normal pressure. [18]

Values depend on interface

TCR has units of (K-m2)/W and is defined according to Fourier’s law:

TCR =

∆Tinterface
q

(1)

where q is the flux (W/m2) through the apparent area, and ΔTinterface is the temperature
drop across the boundary [18].
Many mathematical models exist for TCR. Each model is composed of three core
sub-models that are shown in Figure 1.7:
1. Geometric model of surface asperities - describes their distribution and height
2. Mechanical deformation model - describes how the asperities deform under
compressive pressure
3. Thermal constriction model - describes the heat flow through each asperity
in contact
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The major difference between most TCR models is in how asperity deformation is
formulated and what assumptions are made. No single analytical model has been
proposed that can predict thermal contact resistance reliably over a large range of
mechanical loadings, temperatures, and materials. Lack of a dependable model makes
including TCR a major source of uncertainty in engineering design work.

The complex

relationship between surface morphology, pressure, and temperature of the interface
make most detailed models computationally intensive and thus impractical to directly
incorporate into design work. In order to incorporate the physics into higher-level
design, models are cast into an approximate form such as TCR as a function of apparent
pressure, temperature, surface properties, etc. The most reliable method of obtaining
TCR as a function of material, pressure, and temperature, is to use experimental data in
the literature that most closely matches the situation in question. See Appendix A for
more details about thermal contact models [17] [19] [20].
There are several methods of reducing contact resistance:
- Add an interface material that fills in the space between asperities
- Make the mating surfaces smoother
- Use coatings with high thermal conductivity at the interface
- Effect higher pressure at the interface to increase real contact area
Often the logical engineering choice is to apply an interface material such as
thermal grease, but in this application where there needs to be a significant change in
contact status a viscous material is probably inadvisable. Grease and other viscous
materials are also prone to outgassing when placed in vacuum, the products of which can
settle onto new surfaces in the system and interfere with the optical or radiation
properties of those surfaces. Thus, the available options point to manufacturing smoother
surfaces, applying low-outgassing surface coatings, and creating high pressure at the
contact interface.
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1.3.4 Fabrication of Compliant Cells
The bi-material cell developed in this thesis will be fabricated using a
microfabrication technique that is being developed by our collaborators on this project.
The technique, called the lost mold-rapid infiltration forming (LM-RIF) process, is being
developed by Dr. James Adair and students at the Pennsylvania State University. The
capabilities of the LM-RIF process include the ability to fabricate large arrays of parts in
a single set, create parts that have very fine edge resolution, 3D parts, and parts with high
aspect ratios [21] [22]. The LM-RIF process consists essentially of casting parts in a
mold that will be lost in the sintering processes, leaving the fabricated parts behind. First,
the mold is fabricated from a sequence of material layers using UV lithography. The
parts are then cast by filling the mold with a colloidal suspension using a squeegee.
Finally the parts are sintered, which is a necessary step in turning the colloidal suspension
into a solid material. During the sintering processes the mold is destroyed, which leaves
the formed parts free standing. Further details of the process can be found in [23] [22].
The technique can be used for many material types [6] [21] [22], and multiplematerial systems. Other available techniques are often limited by the edge resolution that
they can produce and are limited single-material parts and structures. This technique has
been used to create parts in the mesoscale size range. Mesoscale describes a size that is
between the micro-scale and the macro-scale, with a total part size measured in
millimeters and features measured in microns. The total cell size, size of individual
members, and contact-surface features in this thesis are on length scales that make the
LM-RIF technique ideally suited to this project.
Past work with our collaborators has included fabricating mesoscale zirconia and
stainless steel parts for mesoscale C3M parts [6] [24] using the LM-RIF procedure.
Mesoscale C3M parts have been used to achieve high global strains by providing stress
relief when contact occurs [25] [6] [24]). Figure 1.9 shows the processes of zironia
contact-aided compliant cells being fabricated using this technique. These specific cells
were designed by Master student Jennifer Hyland for the purpose of energy absorption
when the cells are compressed at the tabs. Compliant mesoscale structures have been
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designed and fabricated by previous collaborators investigating the properties of straightwalled and curved-walled C3M [24] [26] and energy absorbing C3M [6], all of which
used single-material designs

Figure 1.9: Fabrication of C3M structures: the mask (A), the empty mold (B), the filled
mold (C), and two finished parts (D) [6].
The LM-RIF processes is ideally suited to fabricating variable conductivity
compliant structures due to its ability to combine multiple materials into a single structure
and to create 3D parts with fine edge resolution. The low conductivity elements in the
compliant thermal cells will be fabricated using the zirconia material that has been used
in past projects.
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1.4 Thesis Outline
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the feasibility of using compliant
cellular structures to accomplish variable thermal conductivity without the need for active
control. The present design problem can be decoupled into two research objectives. The
primary objective is to design and characterize a multi-material compliant mechanism to
close the contact gap and produce pressure at the contacting surface in response to the
temperature distribution. The secondary aim is to investigate ways of reducing TCR
through surface coatings, manufacture techniques, and/or advanced materials. Material
choice, surface finishes, and the cell geometry are design variables that critically affect
the performance of the system.
The organization of this thesis is as follows. A description of the problem
including governing differential equations and boundary conditions is covered, followed
by details about how thermal contact resistance is handled in the design phase. Idealized
sub-systems are analyzed in steady-state, and a proposed compliant cell is analyzed in the
transient regime as bounding cases for thermal switch performance. The solution
methods and design approaches are detailed before results are discussed. The results of
optimization are presented and the main conclusions and recommendations are
summarized.
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Chapter 2

Design Goals, Geometry Setup and Analysis Procedure
This chapter details the overall and unit-cell design goals and baseline design
objectives. The general boundary conditions and assumptions made in prescribing those
conditions is discussed, and the setups used for closed-form analysis and finite element
analysis are detailed. Key design parameters that are used to assess thermal performance
are also presented.

2.1 Design Objectives and Parameters
Thermal baseplates serve both a structural and a thermal function, transferring
mechanical loads as well as directing thermal energy to the thermal bus. The C3M design
would use an array of integrated cells configured into a thin flat panel to act as a passive
thermal-structural baseplate that can be bolted between a heat-generating module and the
spacecraft structure. The deformation characteristics of compliant mechanisms depend
crucially on the topology. Topology fundamentally affects the temperature distribution
and thermal expansion properties. Constrained thermal expansion can produce very large
forces, which compliant mechanisms try to harness and convert into deflection. These
deflections are also highly predictable, precise and reliable.
A cellular plate with bolt holes is shown in Figure 2.1.
Bolt holes through plate
Cellular construction

Figure 2.1: Cellular plate comprised of a repeated array of compliant cells
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Two thermal loads are prescribed on the larger surfaces of the plate. The first is a
heat flux prescribed to the “top” of the plate that is representative of the heat generation
from the electronics box. The second is a constant temperature, representative of the
spacecraft structure as a thermal sink, which is applied to the “bottom” of the plate. The
nomenclature “top” and “bottom” is used throughout this thesis to refer to the respective
surfaces or edges in the design domain. The thermal performance of critical interest is
the thermal conductivity in the primary direction from the top surface to the bottom
surface. The thermal loading on the cross-section of a plate with thickness H is shown in
Figure 2.2.
qtop [W/m2]

H
Tthermal_bus
Figure 2.2: Thermal boundary conditions on a thermal baseplate of thickness H
The steady-state temperature solution in this setup can be used to determine the
thermal conductivity of the intervening material in the direction perpendicular to the two
boundary surfaces, using the quasi-1D constant cross-section solution of the general heat
conduction equation

 = keff ( Ttop _ avg − Tthermal _ bus )
 m
H

qtop W

2

(2)

where Ttop_avg is the average steady-state temperature distribution along the top boundary,
and keff is the effective thermal conductivity in the primary heat flow direction. The
effective thermal conductivity of a multi-material cell can be conceptualized by
imagining that the volume occupied by the cells is filled with a homogeneous material
with the same effective steady-state thermal transport capabilities as the multi-material
cellular lattice. In Figure 2.3, a 2D unit cell is aligned with the primary heat flux
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direction so that the contact mechanism will engage and change the thermal conductivity
property in that direction.

Direction of heat flow

keff
Unit cell

Multiple unit cells arranged to
align with direction of heat flow

Solid equivalent in
direction of heat flow

Figure 2.3: A cross-section composed of several representative unit cells can be equated
to a homogeneous solid with an equivalent steady-state thermal conductivity
Keff is one of the parameters that are used to assess how well the cellular lattice
design meets various thermal performance objectives. The overall geometry, goal
thermal performance, and range of expected boundary conditions that would make this
system useful on a spacecraft are summarized in Table 2.1. These criteria were suggested
by researchers at Air Force Research Laboratory [27], as properties that would make a
passive thermal switch most useful to a wide variety of spacecraft applications.
The switch temperature is the same as the ideal operating temperature of the
electronics module. Different types of devices have different operation temperature
ranges but a fairly liberal generalization of an operation temperature range would be
room temperature plus or minus 30 degrees Kelvin: 290 ± 30K [1]. The goal is to
provide a high conductivity mode similar to the baseline of a solid plate of aluminum,
with a small volume footprint and reasonable mass. When Tsink is near the switch
temperature the effective conductivity should be approximately that of aluminum (~180
W/mK). As the heat sink temperature decreases, the effective conductivity must decrease
to keep the hot-side temperature within the operation temperature range.
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Table 2.1: C3M thermal switch design parameters and thermal boundary conditions
Design Target
Value
Effective Conductivity
"HIGH" State [W/mK],
KHIGH
Effective Conductivity
"LOW" State [W/mK],
KLOW
Switch Ratio, ψswitch

Comments

200

Approximately the same as
aluminum

10

Approximately 1/20 of "HIGH"
state
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Switch ratio = KHIGH/KLOW

Switch Temperature [K],
Tswitch

300

Switch to HIGH mode near this
temperature

Overall Geometry [cm]

10 x 10 x H

Compliant cells align with throughthickness direction of the plate

`
Typical Operating
Comments
Conditions
Heat Flux [W/cm2]

0-5

Bus Temperature [K]

233 - 313

A satellite can experience a large
range of temperatures and internal
heating loads over the course of a
mission

2.2 Governing Equations, Boundary Conditions, and Thermal Circuit
This section details the governing equations controlling the performance of the
structure, control volume analysis, boundary conditions and thermal circuit
representation/approximation.
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2.2.1 Governing Equations

Thermal
The equivalent solid in Figure 2.3 is formed by treating the space as a control
volume. The materials used in the cell are assumed to have constant thermal conductivity
for all temperatures, since the expected temperature range in this application is relatively
small. No internal heat is generated, so the transient equilibrium equation reduces to the
differential control volume written in vector form [18]:

∇ 2T −

1 ∂T
=0
a 2 ∂t

(3)

Where,

a2 =

k
Thermal diffusivity
ρcp

(

ρ = density kg

m3

)

(

c p = specific heat capacity J

(

k = thermal conductivity W

kg-K
mK

)

)

Thermo-Elastic

A linearly elastic material is one in which the strain is proportional to the stress.
This is a useful idealization for small deformations, for stiffness analysis, or for fatigue or
fracture analysis in brittle structures. The analyses in this paper are for small thermal
deformations and thus linear elastic behavior is assumed. In addition, the cells should not
exceed the linear-elastic regime, since the deformations of the cells must be reversible.
Furthermore, the cells should not undergo irreversible plastic deformation, which could
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reduce the efficiency of the system. A design is considered to exceed the stress limit
when the yield stress of one of the materials is reached.
The constitutive equation in index notation for a linear isotropic thermo-elastic
continuum[19] is:

ε ij =

1 +ν
ν

σ ij −  σ ii − α (T − Tref )  δ ij
E
E


(4)

Where:

ε = strain
σ = stress (Pa)

ν = Poisson's ratio
E = Modulus of elasticity (Pa)

α = coefficient of thermal expansion (m/mK)
δ ij = Kronecker's delta
Tref = thermal expansion reference temperature ( K )

To make analysis of the designs more tractable, a one-dimensional model can be
used. A design can be broken into rod-like segments that experience primarily axial
expansion or contraction, so that as the temperature changes the length Li of each
segment i changes by ∆l :

∆li = α ( ∆T ) Li

(6)

Thermal Contact
TCR occurs at multiple scales. On the smallest level TCR occurs at the real
contact area between two asperities, where the thermal energy must make the transition
from one material to the other. Thermal energy moves through highly-conductive
material via vibrating atoms that interact with neighboring atoms, or via electrons moving
from one atom to another. The atoms in less conductive materials are not free to share
electrons in the same way, and so the primary mode of transferring thermal energy is via
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phonons that have specific frequencies based on the material’s crystalline structure.
Converting from one form of transfer to another results in an effective resistance at the
interface. The next larger scale is the microscopic level at which micro-contacts form
and asperities deform due to the local pressure.

The next scale integrates the effect of

all of the contacting asperities that results in the ‘real’ contact area for a given surface
area and the applied pressure.
Modeling every level of phenomena at once would computationally expensive, so
a macro-model is built up from smaller-scale models into something easier to incorporate
into the macro-scale used in this design. Specifically, the form that is most useful here is
that of TCR as a function of the apparent applied normal pressure. Macro-level TCR
models differ most significantly in the assumptions of asperity geometry and deformation
modes. Most models use the ‘flux tube’ solution for constriction resistance once the
geometry and deformation modes are established.
Knowing this, the general form of most models can be condensed to a
power function for thermal contact resistance as a function of applied normal pressure:

 1  −β
TCR ( P ) = 
P
 TCC0 

(7)

Where,
P = apparent pressure

β ∈ 0,1
The constant TCC0 is a function of a combination of measurable surface
characteristics, such as RMS roughness, micro-hardness, and thermal conductivity of the
bulk material. Some models are made more complicated by specifying conditions under
which the asperities change from deforming plastically to deforming elastically, so that
the values of β and TCC0 change after some criteria is reached.
This general equation has been shown to agree reasonably well with a large body
of data collected by multiple researchers over decades. Different models predict different
values of β and TCC0, depending on the specific assumptions and on case-by-case
considerations. β is always less than one, indicating that as pressure increases TCC
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eventually levels off. This makes sense in that at some point, increasing the pressure
should do little to make the thermal conductance of the joint better. Figure 2.4 shows a
comparison of TCC(Pressure) models compared to experimental data, which shows that
some models are better than others for different material sets and surface parameters.
The typical report formal shows TCR or the inverse, TCC, on one axis and the nominal or
apparent normal pressure on the other.

Figure 2.4: Various TCC versus Pressure models compared to experimental data [29]
Figure 2.4 compares several prominent models against experimental data. The
slopes of the lines correspond to β values. Evidently, many models can approximate the
correct slope but can be off by more than an order of magnitude in TCC0 value. The
general expression in Equation 7 is incorporated into the macro-level contact component
of the design approach in this thesis. Varying TCC0 and β represent a range of contact
surface conditions that should motivate some conclusions about surface treatments
needed for this concept to be viable.
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2.2.2 Boundary Conditions

Thermal
A prescribed boundary temperature is used to represent the spacecraft structure,
which serves as the heat sink. A prescribed heat flux represents thermal energy loss from
the electronics module. A heat flux of zero is applied to the symmetry boundaries
between identical cells. The two-dimensional design space is illustrated in Figure 2.5.

n ⋅ ( k ∇T ) = q prescribed

n ⋅ ( k∇T ) = 0
(Symmetry
boundary)

Unit cell design
domain

n ⋅ ( k∇T ) = 0
(Symmetry
boundary)

y

x

T (t ) = Tboundary

Figure 2.5: 2D design domain with thermal boundary conditions
To reduce computation time the problem is restricted to a single unit cell and 2D
formulation. With the intent that the mechanisms will be arranged in a repeating
identical pattern, considering a single representative unit cell is adequate. Since all cells
in an array would be subjected to the same environmental conditions and respond in the
same way, the connecting elements between cells can be replaced with a symmetry
boundary condition. This symmetry assumes that the temperature distribution on either
side of the boundary is identical and thus no heat flow occurs across the boundary
because there is no temperature gradient. Thus, the symmetric boundary can be
represented as an insulated boundary.
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Mechanical
Symmetry boundaries between repeated cells have constrained displacement
normal to the connection. This has been assumed because, if the cells are symmetric
about an axis parallel to the primary heat flow direction, the neighboring cells thermally
expand against each other by an equal amount and therefore the location of the boundary
between them does not move laterally. The lower boundary is completely constrained to
give it a rigid base. Vertical displacement in the direction of heat flow is allowed. If a
surface of the unit cell does not quite touch a boundary then it is not subject to the
constraint. The boundary conditions are shown in Figure 2.6.

ux = 0

ux = 0
(Symmetry
boundary)

Unit cell
design domain

ux = 0
(Symmetry
boundary)

y

x

ux = uy = 0

(Thermal bus structural connection)

Figure 2.6: 2D design domain with mechanical boundary conditions
These constraints and boundary conditions are consistently used to define the unit
cell in analysis. The compliant-cell layer is only 1-cell thick in the primary heat flow
direction in order to minimize the number of contact interfaces in the high-conductivity
path.
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2.2.3 Thermal Circuit Representation
Theoretically, the effective conductivity keff will change when contacts within the
cell experience more or less contact pressure, or if the contact is completely broken. The
different heat paths and associated contact/interface resistances can be approximated in
thermal circuits for initial design purposes. Using the electrical circuit analogy, the
thermal resistances associated with each heat path are considered to be in parallel, while
the thermal contact resistance in the contact path is added in series with its material
resistance, represented in Figure 2.7.
In the blue path, resistance R1 is associated with the bulk material resistance in the
upper horizontal surface element, R2 is the bulk material resistance of elbow structural
elements, and R3 represents the wasted space within the cell that adds to the effective
resistance. R4 is associated with the material resistance in the lower horizontal surface
element.
q (W/m2)

R1

R1
R2

R3

Tbot

A

R5
R6

R2

R4
B

R4
C

Figure 2.7: Thermal circuits. (A) Thermal boundary loading on design space. (B)
Physical heat path and thermal circuit in “LOW” conductivity mode. (C) Physical heat
path and thermal circuit in “HIGH” conductivity mode.
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R3 is very large because it is assumed that no heat transfer occurs by radiation, so
in effect that branch of the circuit has infinite resistance and all energy passes through R2.
In the circuit in column C where contact is made, resistance R5 is associated with the bulk
material resistance in the purple contactor element and R6 represents the TCR in series
with the contactor element. The blue path and purple path operate in parallel. The heat
paths can therefore be represented as a thermal circuit with total overall resistance:

(

q W

∆T
=
)
m
R

(8)

2

LOW mode: all heat conducted through permanent circuit only:

RLOW = R1 + R4 +  RR22+RR33  = R1 + R4 + R2

(9)

HIGH mode: all heat dissipated through permanent circuit + new contacts:

RHIGH = R1 + R4 +  R22+(( R55 +R66)) 



(10)

R3 >> ( R5 + R6 )

(11)

R R +R

The combination of R5 and R6 is much smaller than the infinite R3, so the element
in contact opens up the heat path that was previously blocked. Theoretically, temperature
can be stabilized when all applied heat is conducted only through the permanent
structural elements, which represents the absolute lowest-conductivity mode that the
compliant cell can achieve.

2.3 Analysis Methods and Assumptions
This section details the unit cell geometry, analytical approximations, iterative
numerical simulations, and detailed finite element simulations used in the study. Both
steady-state and transient performances are of interest and in some cases only transient
analysis can be run because the combination of cell topology and boundary conditions do
not permit a steady state operation. The governing differential equations, subjected to the
boundary conditions, are solved using the commercial mathematical packages ANSYS
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[30], and MATLAB [31]. ANSYS uses the Finite Element Method and a coupled
Thermal/Structural solver to solve for 2 dependent variables: temperature and
displacement. ANSYS provides a powerful interactive environment for modeling a wide
range of science and engineering problems. Both linear and nonlinear governing partial
differential equations are acceptable, in both the static and transient solution space.
ANSYS can be fully integrated with MATLAB. Parametric studies and iterative design
optimization of the model can be run through the MATLAB interface. MATLAB is also
used in computing analytical solutions by iteratively solving the thermal governing
equation and then the mechanical equation until thermal-structural equilibrium is
reached. In order to simplify initial designs and computations, rod-like geometries are
first assumed for primarily-axial loads and heat transfer. The concurrent use of both
MATLAB and ANSYS will be useful for parametric analysis and optimization which is
presented in a Chapter 5. The relevant codes can be found in Appendix C.

ANSYS
The two-dimensional element PLANE233 was utilized for its coupled thermal and
structural capabilities. The material properties, both mechanical and thermal, are input
by the designer or by the optimization program which operates from value ranges set by
the designer. Any boundary loads applied to these elements are in units of “per unit
depth” for plane stress analysis. Plane stress is assumed because the prototypes that will
be fabricated for future testing will be thin flat structures that are best approximated by
plane stress. Future work in both design and materials manufacture might address the
creation of 3D bi-material non-planar structures for this application.
Contacting surfaces are defined using 2D surface elements, TARGE169 and
CONT172, which have coupled thermal and structural capabilities. The element
calculates contact pressure based on the stress in the underlying 2D solid element.
Contact properties are input by the user. The important setting in this analysis is the
thermal contact conductance (TCC) relation as a function of normal pressure. TCC is the
inverse of TCR. When contact status is “not-in-contact”, TCC is 0 W/m2K and there is
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no radiation transfer. The contact elements handle the transfer of mechanical and thermal
loads across the interface. Element edge length was set to 0.5mm. As the geometry
changed the number of elements along an edge changed. The interior area mesh was
free-mapped with quadrilateral elements by ANSYS to fit the irregular shape of the cells.
It was found after all data had been collected and processed that the mesh is too coarse,
so results may be inaccurate. However, the general trends and conclusions derived from
them may still have value. In general, the larger mesh tends to under-predict the contact
pressure and effective conductivity. Refer to the mesh study in Appendix B.

MATLAB
MATLAB was used as the dashboard for running analyses through ANSYS.
Geometry and load parameters could easily be changed in this format. MATLAB is used
to perform parametric studies and also runs the optimization algorithm. MATLAB was
also used to solve analytical models that approximated the actual geometry, which could
be run much faster than the FEA and produce good results to aid in analyzing trends.
This was accomplished by iteratively solving the thermal and thermo-elastic governing
equations.
Analytical solutions were solved using the compliance method, run iteratively
until a self-consistent state was achieved. The process is illustrated in the flow chart in
Figure 2.8. First, the boundary conditions and reference temperatures are set, and a guess
for the temperature T1. The temperature distribution due to the guess at T1 and the
boundary temperature is calculated, and the resulting thermal expansion is determined.
Then, an axial force is applied to deform the bar back to its constrained length, which
returns the constrained stress in the bar and thus the pressure at the surface.
The thermal contact resistance is calculated from the pressure. Then, using the
steady flux through the bulk material (from the guess of T1), and the boundary condition
on the other side of the interface, a new T1* is calculated that satisfies steady state in the
system, where the flux through the bulk material is equal to the flux across the interface.
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The convergence check is the difference between T1 and T1*. When ΔT1 is less
than convergence criteria tolerance TOL = 0.001 then the solution is considered to have
converged. The output results are final pressure and TCR, from which the effective
conductivity of the setup due to the boundary loads and reference temperature can be
found.

Initialize Parameters
(Boundary Conditions, Initial
Value Guess for T1)

- Perform 1D Thermal Analysis
- Perform Thermo-Elastic Analysis
- Compliance Calculation for Constrained
Thermal Strain
- Calculate TCR from Resultant Pressure

Replace T1 with
T1*

Update T1 to T1* to Reflect
TCR for Steady State Flux
Across Interface

qflux
(Ttop)
R = L/k

T1

R = TCR

Tsink

Convergence?
(T1*-T1 ) < TOL

Output Steady-State TCR
Calculate Effective Conductivity

Figure 2.8: Flow Chart for Self-Consistent Thermal-Mechanical Iterative Calculation
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2.4 Geometry of Unit Cell Cases
This section presents the geometries and mechanical boundary conditions that are
used in the analyses in the following two chapters. Three distinct cases are examined.
The first is a single-material rod with a contact surface in series. The second is a bimaterial cell comprised of idealized parallel axial heat paths, one of which has a contact
surface. The third case is a new bi-material compliant cell topology. The goals of the
first two cases are to build intuition about the effects of a state-dependent thermal
resistance, and gain knowledge about the magnitude of the generated stresses. These
idealized cases can be run quickly through the analytical model in MATLAB, and
conclusions drawn from these cases influence the design and analysis of compliant cell
designs. The third case is analyzed using transient simulations in ANSYS. The
optimization parameters for the bi-material setups are also developed and presented in
this section. The “height” of a cell always refers to the lengthwise measurement in the
primary heat flow direction, and all temperatures will be given in degrees of Kelvin.

2.4.1 Single-Material Isolated Contact Mechanism
The goal of this analysis is to gain intuition about the behavior of the pressuredependent thermal resistance boundary and its affect on the overall system. The analysis
and results of this system are discussed in Chapter 3. A single material in series with
contact resistance is clamped at its boundaries, and the constrained thermal expansion of
the bar is responsible for creating the contact pressure at the thermal interface. The
geometry, boundary conditions, and thermal circuit are shown in Figure 2.9.
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R2 = TCR(Pressure)
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Tsink
Figure 2.9: Constrained thermal expansion of single material rod in series with TCR
The geometry is approximated as one-dimensional, such that thermal conduction,
stress and strain occur primarily along the axis with little variation in the other directions.
The top end of the rod and the opposite contact surface are both ideally clamped so that
the distance between them is fixed at H, and the thermal expansion of the bar as the
temperature rises results in constrained compressive pressure. The red arrow indicates an
applied heat flux, and the blue line indicates the prescribed temperature of the heat sink.
When the entire length of the bar is at a uniform temperature equal to the reference
temperature there is zero gap between the unclamped end and the heat sink. Although the
gap is zero there is assumed to be zero pressure at the interface, so thermal resistance is
very high. The reference temperature is set prior to the analysis and is used to calculate
thermal strain. The mathematical module of this thermal circuit once it reaches steadystate is as follows:

q=

(Ttop − Tsink )
∆T
=
Rtotal  H

 + TCR 
k


(12)

The material properties used in the analysis are given in Table 2.2. The analytical
solution for this steady-state setup is based on the sequential and iterative solving of the
thermal and the mechanical equations until the solution converges.
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Table 2.2: Relevant Material Properties and TCR-Function Parameters

Material Model

Thermal
Conductivity, k
[W/mK]

CTE, α
[µm/mK]

Modulus of
Elasticity, E
[GPa]

350

16.4

110

Copper, Cu

Poisson Ratio, ν

0.34

Source: Matweb.com

Thermal Contact Resistance Parameter Settings

TCC0

β

0.001 - 100.0

0.55 -0.95

The applied thermal boundary inputs and reference temperature from which to
calculate thermal expansion are given in Table 2.3. The thermal load ranges come from
the range of typical environment values that such a baseplate might experience on a
spacecraft. The range for the reference temperature comes from the notion that the
structure should expand to complete a contact circuit that must be closed near the
‘switch’ temperature, here 300K, and must contract to be open at lower temperatures.
Thus, the reference temperature must be below the switch temperature but the optimal
setting is unknown at this point.
Table 2.3: Thermal Boundary Conditions, Initial Conditions, and Geometry Ranges
q [W/m2]
1000 - 50,000

Tsink [K]
233 - 313

Treference [K]
200 - 300

H [m]
0.0025 - 0.01

A maximum cell height of 1cm was chosen for the spacecraft application based
on the engineering standpoint that the benefits of a very large thermal baseplate would be
outweighed by the detrimental volume and mass. Even if the structure were to meet the
thermal switch performance goals, the baseline approach using auxiliary heaters would be
preferable. For larger spacecraft or other applications the height of the cells could be
much larger.
Axial thermal strain in the bulk material in response to a non-uniform temperature
distribution is given by
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ε=

y =H
α


 ∫ (T ( y ) − Tref ( y ) ) dy 

H  y=0


(13)

where T is the temperature distribution in the bar and Tref is the reference temperature that
was set at the start of the computation. The constrained thermal stress is then calculated
as

σ =εE =

F
= Pressure
A

(14)

which is equal to the apparent resultant pressure at the contact surface, in this geometry
where uniform-axial deformation characteristics are assumed, and ignoring edge effects.
Once a self-consistent equilibrium is reached the effective conductivity between the ends
of the bar can be determined. The parameters were varied through the prescribed ranges
to characterize their effects on the thermal performance, which provides some guidance
for design and analysis of the multi-material and compliant cellular structure in later
sections.
The geometry, parameter settings, and thermal boundary conditions and initial
conditions should result in a lowest-effective-conductivity mode and a highest-effectiveconductivity mode, for the thermal load ranges of the system. These values form the
switch ratio that is a target performance goal:

Ψ switch =

khigh
klow

(15)

This analysis will also reveal other factors that are important to controlling the
switch ratio and other behaviors, and also the tailoring of the point at which the switch
occurs.

2.4.2 Bi-Material Parallel –Path Idealized Cell
By using two materials with different rates of thermal expansion, the lesserexpanding material acts as a constraint on the expansion of the greater-expanding
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material. The setup described here is a so-called ‘self-constrained’ compliant
mechanism, the analysis and results of which will be discussed in Chapter 3. The
important parameters of a multi-material compliant thermal switch are the deformation
characteristics, contact-surface characteristics, internal stresses created by thermal
expansion mismatch of the materials, and effective conductivity in the plane of the cell.
Ranges of material properties for each element are given in Table 2.4. The values
for the high-conductivity material cover the typical behaviors of common metals, and the
values for the low-conductivity material are typical of ceramics.
A parallel-path physical model is depicted in Figure 2.10. In the parallel-path
cell, two low-conductivity elements supply structural stability and define the limits of the
cell. These thermal pathways are always operative. The center element is structurally
connected at the top horizontal plane and the contact gap is formed between its bottom
edge and the heat sink. The top and bottom horizontal planes are dictated by the length
of the structural elements and are assumed to be rigid and have no thermal resistance.
The fraction of the available cross-section, W, that each element takes up is controlled by
the variable η. W is set to 1cm and is held constant. The geometry is described in 2D
with a unit thickness assumed in the third dimension. Because of the geometry, loading
conditions, and assumptions, each element can be described using a one-dimensional
analytical form.
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W

0<η<1

H
1

Material 1: high-conductivity, high CTE
Material 2: low-conductivity, low CTE
η = 1: all high-k material
η = 0: all low-k material

2

B = η*W
A = 0.5*(1- η)*W
Figure 2.10: Parallel Path Cell Geometry and Material Allocations

Table 2.4: Material Property Ranges

Material Model
Material 1
Material2

Thermal
Conductivity, k
[W/mK]
180-350
10-100

CTE, α
[µm/mK]
10 - 16
0 - 10

Modulus of
Elasticity, E
[GPa]
100
200

Poisson
Ratio, ν
0.3
0.3

Yield Tensile
Stress, σyield
[MPa]
300
100

Deformation characteristics of axial thermal expansion are straightforward. Due
to the mismatch in CTE, when the free expansion of the Material-1 element causes it to
exceed the length of the low-conductivity elements, the length of the Material-1 element
will be limited to equal the length of the low-conductivity elements. The force required
to constrain further expansion results in the Material-2 elements being put into a state of
tension. The larger the mismatch in CTE the larger the resulting stresses. A normalized
parameter for the mismatch can be defined as:

λ=

α1 − α 2
µm
, where α 0 = 1.0 x10−06
mK
α0

(16)
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The parallel rods are separated by a horizontal space that is assumed to be much
smaller than the cross section of the cell, so the thermal resistance due to this space is
considered to be negligible here except in that it thermally isolates the parallel elements.
The resulting temperature distribution along the heat flux edge is approximated to be
uniform, since the horizontal connecting plane is assumed to have no thermal resistance.
This is similar to the effective homogeneous-material approximation, where the hot edge
would be at a uniform temperature. Figure 2.11 shows the thermal and mechanical
boundary loads. The entire bottom edge is clamped. The edge indicated by the green
line is the contact surface that exhibits the TCR(pressure) relation. Similar to the 1D rod
case, the behavior is solved iteratively to get the steady-state temperature distribution and
resultant stresses in the bars, and the switch ratio between the high and low effective
operating modes can be calculated.
Heat Flux

Contact surface

Theat_sink
Figure 2.11: Boundary loads and thermal circuit for parallel-path cell
The goals of this analysis are to understand how much of the available crosssectional area is needed to be filled by high-k material in order to make this approach
feasible, and how much the surface parameters and material properties influence that
aspect.
In the analysis in Chapter 3 the resultant stresses are tracked, but the design is not
limited by a maximum value. Realistically the cell would be considered to fail when any
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part of it exceeds the local material’s yield stress, which means the material begins to
behave plastically or experience non-reversible deformation, or in the case of very brittle
materials it might truly fail and fracture. Optimization in Chapter 5 is run both with and
without a prescribed stress limit which helps bound the design and shows where more
focus may be on developing future designs, such as making the structural supports
curved.

2.4.3 Bi-Material Compliant Cell
This section describes the design, geometry, and boundary conditions of a bimaterial, self-constrained compliant thermal cell. The analysis of the cell and the results
are given in Chapter 4. The design process used here is a combination of adapting
traditional multi-cell shapes, using forms gained from topology optimization in previous
works, and also somewhat straightforward intuition about the design requirements and
fundamental physics. Behavior is analyzed for a range of thermal and mechanical
boundary conditions. The compliant cell is then set up for optimization, the results of
which are discussed in chapter 5. The scheme can be applied to evaluate and optimize
any such thermal-unit-cell concept for this purpose, and may give rise to figures of merit
that will help guide the design process in further iterations.

Cell Design
Numerous shapes/geometries for structural compliant cells have been well
characterized and used in practice. These cells are typically symmetric about at least one
axis and rely on an external mechanical force to drive deformation. Different cells
deform differently when a compressive force is applied, such as those shown in Figure
2.12. These types of structural compliant cells have been designed to be integrated into
two-dimensional sheet arrays of repeated cells. The objective of compliant cellular
arrays is the ability to create large effective strains that solid material cannot match.
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Thus, design parameters necessitate empty space in the cells for deformation and
bending, and are essentially compliant truss structures or frames with low weight and
high strength.

Honeycomb:
(Positive Poisson Ratio)
Compressive Force

Auxetic
(Negative Poisson Ratio)
Unit Cell

Deformation

2D Cell Array

Figure 2.12: Common repeated-array cellular structures
However, the objective in the thermal application is thermal conductivity, and that
objective dictates a different set of design parameters. The traditional honeycomb shape
was considered because of the large empty volume that could be filled with highconductivity material to make contact. A large cross-sectional area for the highconductivity path is required since the thermal power transfer through a system depends
on the system’s cross-section area. The equation for a 1D system, with constant crosssection A, and effective thermal conductivity keff through its length L, is:

Q power (W ) =

keff A
L

∆T

(17)

Along with a large cross-section, the total resistance through the structure would
need to be minimized in the high-conductivity case. Therefore, a single-layer cellular
array in the direction of primary heat flow is preferred in order to minimize the number of
thermal contact resistance junctions occurring in the high-conductivity heat path. Also,
the most efficient one-dimensional geometry/path for thermal conduction is a straight
line, so it is preferable that the high-conductivity heat path from thermal flux input to heat
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sink be an uninterrupted straight path (except by the single TCR interface). The design
below shows how multiple cells in the heat path, compared to single-layer design,
introduces too many interfaces and interrupted pathways. The green in Figure 2.13
indicates the non-steady contact interface.

Figure 2.13: Single-layer cell array minimizes the number of contact interfaces
A new shape was developed to meet the mentioned criteria, while utilizing the
maximum volume available (empty volume is a waste of space and thermal transport
ability). Part of the design of this cell comes from the results of continuum optimization
by Ansola [10]. Continuum and truss-element topology optimization has been used in the
literature to determine geometries and material allocation for MEMS devices with nonintuitive input/output transfer functions. Anosla used finite element analysis in
combination with topology optimization using Evolutionary Structural Optimization
(ESO) to solve a thermal-deflection design problem. The thermal compliant mechanism
design space, Ω, is subjected to an applied flux at the indicated port, and the domain is
cooled by convection. Figure 2.14 shows the design space, boundary conditions, and
inputs. The objective is for the indicated point A to move in the –y direction using the
clamped edges to facilitate the movement. The continuum-space optimization method
tries to find the optimal material placement that maximizes uout.
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A
Clamped,
insulated

uout

Ω
Y

X

qin

Figure 2.14: Ansola [10] thermal flux boundary condition and objective deformation
In Ansola’s paper only one material was used. The goal was to find a design
where a flux input caused a non-intuitive motion to occur, to have one point move closer
to the flux input even though materials tend to expand. The resulting shape and the
deformation in response to the applied flux are given in Figure 2.15. As the lateral arms
heat up the constrained expansion and the curve of the geometry makes the system bow
further, drawing the uout port in the desired direction.
uout

qin

Y

X
Figure 2.15: Resulting material topology and deformation response, which is similar to
the constrained chevron response (far right)

This seemed like an interesting idea to pursue, given that the goal is to have
normal contact and pressure within the unit cell. In a way this is similar to the ‘chevron’
or symmetric central shuttle micro actuator. In both the chevron and Ansola’s symmetric
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designs the edges are constrained so that the movement occurs in the central portion. The
proposed design in this thesis changes the location of constrained boundary conditions on
a similar geometry to achieve a different effect.
The idea is to have the central portion constrained and have directional constraints
on the edges, to give a different but similar deflection pattern to Ansola’s solution. If the
uout port were clamped and the thermal boundary conditions unchanged, the constrained
resultant forces would result as in Figure 2.16, where an arrow pointing away from a
surface indicates a positive (compressive) reaction force:

uout port in Ansola

Figure 2.16: Completely clamped Ansola structure
As the geometry tries to pull down it creates tension through the now-clamped
uout port, and corresponding resultant forces arise in the clamped arms.
Moving the horizontal constraint to the same plane as the uout port via additional
material indicated by dashed lines in Figure 2.17, and unclamping the vertical edge,
employs the resultant force to create pressure at the new horizontal surface. As the arms
expand and are constrained by the roller edges the reaction force is moved to the
indicated plane. Thus the resultant force is transmitted to the new base plane. This
boundary condition arises from assuming that lateral expansion is constrained by the
neighboring cells which undergo identical expansion and thus match the resultant force.
The neighboring cells are responding in the same way and thus don’t constrain ymovement with friction.
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Y
X
Figure 2.17: New boundary conditions
Using the intuition gained from the clamped-Ansola design and the thermal
boundary conditions for the thermal switch application, a new cell shape is developed
using two materials. A schematic of a proposed design is detailed in Figure 2.18 which
has similar mechanical boundary conditions as the modified Ansola mechanism in Figure
2.17. The center pillar is comprised of Material 2, a low-conductivity and low-CTE
material, such as a ceramic. The rest of the structure is Material 1, a high-conductivity
and high-CTE material such as metal. The pillar creates a base against which the highconductivity material elements expand, resulting in self-constrained thermal expansion.

1
2

Figure 2.18: Single-layer bi-material “T-Shape” cell
Essentially, the aim is that expansion pressure normal to the symmetry line results
in inward pressure on the connecting arm, section C in Figure 2.19. As the arm is pressed
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toward the center pillar it bends at the joint, and the contact is closed. Thermal expansion
in section C also helps to induce contact and hold pressure at the contact interface as the
temperature in the device continues to rise.
Heat flux, qin

C

C

Tsink
Figure 2.19: Thermal load and mechanical boundary conditions
An exaggeration of the deformation response is shown in Figure 2.20. The lowCTE material acts as a base to provide internal constraint, which allows the high-CTE
material to have something to expand against to create the desired deflection and
resultant forces and pressure. The mismatch in CTE of the materials makes the
deformation characteristics possible. The red outline shows how the concept design
bends around the central pillar and the contact gap closes.

Figure 2.20: Thermal deformation mode of T-cell with raised temperature is given in red
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In the T-shape cell, the thermal pathways in each of the two extreme modes are
significantly different and are intended to exploit the thermal properties of the material
and geometry. The high-conductivity path is the shortest possible (length of the thickness
of the cell) with only one contact interface between the thermal boundaries. The lowconductivity path is long and the path travels through both material types and across
multiple interfaces. In addition, parts of the high-conductivity geometry must be at a
higher temperature than the low-conductivity pillar for there to be heat flow from the top
edge to the bottom edge, shown by the red arrows in Figure 2.21. The temperature
difference amplifies the advantage of the CTE-mismatch.

Figure 2.21: Discrete heat conduction paths in each mode. (L) Low-conductivity mode
sees all thermal energy flow through convoluted heat path (R) High-conductivity heat
path engaged, some energy still moves through low-conductivity pathway
The proposed unit cell and the variables that define its geometry are shown in
Figure 2.22. The material properties, both bulk and contact, are listed and where they are
applied is indicated. Table 2.5 shows the direct user inputs and value ranges of
parameters that are used in the shape optimization in Chapter 5. The ranges of contact
parameters and thermal boundary conditions are the same as for the parallel-path cell.
The permanent interfaces between the two materials are assumed to have very little
thermal resistance, in order to isolate the effects of geometry and the transient contact
that is of interest. This is also a bounding assumption because those interfaces will have
a real value for thermal resistance which only makes the low-conductivity value even
lower.
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Figure 2.22: Geometry points in unit cell

Table 2.5: Material ranges and geometry for bi-material compliant cell
Geometry
Direct Inputs
*g1 0.00
g2 100 µm
W 0.01 m
E 0.0005 m
H 0.0025 - 0.01m
*g1 = Contact gap at
reference temperature

Factors
a
0.01 - 0.9
b
0.01 - 0.9
c
0.01-0.9
k
0.01 - 0.9
m
0.01 - 0.9
i
0.01 - 0.9
j
0.01 - 0.9

Geometry Relations
A = a*D
B = b*D
C = c*A
K = k*P
M = m*P
I = i*H
J = j*H
P = H-E-g2

Materials

Material
Model
Material 1
Material2

Thermal
Conductivity,
k [W/mK]

350
10

CTE, α
[µm/mK]

16
10

Modulus of
Elasticity, E
[GPa]

100
200

Poisson
Ratio, ν

0.3
0.3

Yield Tensile
Stress, σyield
[MPa]

200
200
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The shape is studied using finite-element analysis. Out-of-plane geometry is unitdepth for all elements, and plane stress is assumed. Deflections are in-plane only. The
2D design is axi-symmetric parallel to the primary direction of heat flow, which allows
for the possibility of such a design to be rotated around the central axis into a 3D axisymmetric geometry.

Unit Cell Constraints
The cell is constrained in a way that represents an infinite single row of cells. The
boundary conditions are applied to the element nodes and are consistent with the
boundary loads given in Figures 2.4 and 2.5. An example mesh with the boundary
conditions described below is shown in Figure 2.23.
Mechanical Nodes on the bottom edge are constrained to have no displacement in the
X or Y-direction, as would be the case if the cell was to be thermally and
mechanically connected to an underlying structure, which would be necessary for
good heat transfer to occur.
Nodes on the symmetric edge that would contact other cells are
constrained in the X-direction due to symmetry of response by neighboring cells,
but are free in the Y-direction.
Nodes along the top edge are not constrained.
Thermal Nodes along the top surface are subjected to an applied heat flux in the
negative Y-direction with units of W/m per unit depth, as required by the 2D
elements used, to make the real 3D W/m2.
Nodes along the lower edge are set to a constant prescribed temperature to
represent the heat sink.
Nodes along the symmetry edges are set to an insulated boundary
condition due to the symmetry of the neighboring unit cell.
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All nodes are given a reference temperature from which the thermal
expansion is calculated, and also an initial temperature for the transient
simulations.

Figure 2.23: T-shape cell mesh and boundary conditions

ANSYS is used to calculate the transient thermal and structural response in the
system. Small deformations are assumed. Transient analysis was performed for all
calculations. Effective conductivity was determined by averaging the temperature across
the top nodes when the simulation had run to steady-state and using that value in
Equation 2. Element edge length was set to 0.5mm. The edge length was chosen
because it showed good agreement with the analytical solutions for the rod-like geometry
and a mesh convergence study confirmed the value as appropriate. However, a mesh
study conducted after all data was gathered failed to converge at the set edge length. A
smaller length on the order of 0.05mm was needed for the mesh to converge. The
analyses in Chapter 4 and the T-shape cell section of Chapter 5 may thus be inaccurate
and should be re-done with the smaller mesh size.
Optimization is run both with and without a prescribed stress limit (yield stress)
which helps bound the design and shows where more focus should be on developing such
a design, like making the structural supports curved. The objectives for optimization will
be developed following the results of the parametric studies.
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2.5 Summary
The goals of design and the baseline performance were described and the two
computation tools used to aid in design and analysis were described. The assumptions
and boundary conditions were given and the reasoning behind them was defended. These
tools and assumptions will be used to analyze the models described. MATLAB is used to
quickly solve solutions that involve rod-like geometries with axial deformation. These
simulations are approximated by thermal circuits. ANSYS is used to solve 2D solutions
of geometries that do not have neat analytical solutions.
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Chapter 3

Parallel Path Cell Idealized Bounding Case
This chapter attempts to characterize the response and influence of pressuredependent TCR. First, a single material with TCR in series is analyzed under ideal
mechanical constraints. A unit-less ratio of resistances is defined to characterize the
impact of TCR relative to the thermal bulk system. Then, a 2-material parallel-path cell
is considered for its ability to create a ‘switch’ in effective thermal conductivity. In this
cell both a completely-constrained boundary condition and an internally-generated
compliant constraint condition are considered. This model is not technically a structural
cell that can be fabricated but an idealized representation of the most effective heat paths
possible. Constrained thermal expansion can produce large reaction forces. In this
chapter the resulting stresses in the system are tracked. The constrained forces must not
be so high as to cause the cells to fail, so a maximum stress limit is used as a constraint in
the optimization procedure. The results from this chapter play a role in guiding later
analysis.

3.1 Single Material One-Dimensional Characterization
The objective of the present analysis is to examine the switch ratios, the
importance of TCR, and the ability of such a design to stabilize the temperature of the
heat-rejecting electronics when the rate of dissipated energy changes. In other words, the
system must reach steady-state such that the electronics-side temperature is within the
operating temperature range of the device, for all expected thermal environment cases.
The goal is to gain intuition and characterize the general response and effects of the
inputs and boundary conditions.
The geometry, boundary conditions, and thermal circuit are shown in Figure 3.1.
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R2 = TCR(Pressure)

R2

Tsink
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Figure 3.1: Constrained thermal expansion of single material rod in series with TCR

3.1.1 Thermal Boundary Condition Effect
In this first analysis the materials, contact parameters, geometry and reference
temperature are held constant while the thermal boundary conditions are varied through a
parameter study. The opposite ends of the rod are clamped and the contact gap is set to
zero when the system is at the prescribed reference temperature. The material properties
used were those of copper listed in Table 2.2, and the remaining input parameters are
given in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Thermal Boundary Condition Parameter Study
Constants
Contact Surface

Initial Settings

TCC0

β

Tref [K]

W [m] H [m]

0.01

0.95

270

0.01

0.01

Parametric Study Values
q [W/m2]
3.00E+03 1.00E+04

Tsink [K]
5.00E+04

230

250

270

290

310
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The results demonstrate an advantageous thermal behavior and highlight the
importance of the reference temperature in the response. For all applied flux values the
results are very similar. In the follow plots, the input flux is q = 50,000 W/m2 unless
otherwise stated.
The setting of the zero-contact-gap reference temperature plays an important role
in where a marked change in steady-state response is initiated. Input flux is held constant
while Tsink is varied in Figure 3.2. The axes show the resulting boundary temperatures
relative to Tref to better visualize the shape of the response pattern and the role of the
reference temperature in programming the response.
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Figure 3.2: Top-side (applied flux) temperature reaches at steady-state

When the heat sink temperature is below the reference temperature, the fluxsurface temperature barely rises above Tref. Recall that

q flux =

∆T
Rtotal

The bar must be at a temperature that is at least equal to Tref in order to make initial
contact with the heat sink. When Tsink is low, the ΔT across the geometry is large at
initial contact, so the total resistance (Rtotal) due to the low contact pressure can be large
and still conduct the applied flux. When the sink temperature rises above the reference
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temperature, the temperature in the bar needs to rise in order to create a temperature
gradient. The constrained expansion in the bar results in larger compressive pressure,
which lowers the total system resistance and increases the effective conductivity. Figure
3.3 shows the resultant pressure continues to rise as the sink temperature increases.
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Figure 3.3: Contact pressure increases as Tsink rises relative to Tref
As effective conductivity increases, the temperature change across the system, ΔT,
decreases, and the hot-side temperature is driven toward the sink temperature. The black
line in the graph in Figure 3.2 indicates the limit where the top temperature equals the
sink temperature (infinite conductivity, or zero resistance). If the setting of the values for
TCC0 and β were less ideal than in this demonstration the general trend would be the
same.
Figure 3.4 shows the magnitude of each source of thermal resistance as Tsink is
varied. The resistance sources are in series and thus are simply added together to find the
total. The bulk material resistance does not change since the length of the rod is fixed,
while the contact resistance decreases following the pressure increase shown in Figure
3.3. In this demonstration the total resistance becomes dominated by the bulk resistance
as Tsink rises higher relative to Tref.
Effective conductivity increases abruptly once the heat sink temperature is greater
than the reference temperature. Figure 3.5 shows the ratio of the effective thermal
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conductivity to the conductivity of the bulk material as the sink temperature changes
relative to the reference temperature.
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Figure 3.4: Total thermal resistance is initially dominated by the contact resistance until
Tsink increases
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Figure 3.5: Effective thermal conductivity increases with increasing Tsink
At high sink temperatures the resulting effective conductivity is about the same
for every input flux, and in all flux cases the system approached the same fraction of the
bulk material conductivity. However, at sink temperatures lower than the reference
temperature there is some variation. Figure 3.6 shows that the change in effective
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conductivity between the ends of the thermal operating envelope is higher when the input
flux is lower, represented by the green line. Note that in Figure 3.6 the vertical axis is in
log scale. Table 3.2 lists the overall change in conductivity fraction across the (Tsink-Tref)
distribution in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Effective conductivity at low sink temperatures is effected by the input flux

Table 3.2: Overall Change for Each Flux Load Over the Same Sink Temperature Range

(High-Low)

q = 50000

q = 10000

q = 1000

0.825

0.838

0.841

The smallest change in effective conductivity relative to the bulk conductivity
occurs when the applied heat flux is higher. In other words, since the bulk resistance is
fixed, the contribution of TCR to the total thermal resistance changes least. In order to
get a high effective conductivity ratio TCR must change drastically. Therefore the most
limited change in TCR occurs for the highest flux load, so that is the load that should be
used in designing the thermal switch cell.
The important conclusions from this analysis are that for future designs it is best
to use the highest heat flux anticipated for the specific application, since it will result in
the highest “low conductivity” mode. Thus, the highest-flux case will indicate the
system’s worst switch ratio. Also, the reference temperature likely needs to be
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somewhere in the operational temperature range of the heat emitting device. This is
because the slope in effective conductivity above Tref is too shallow to achieve much of a
switch ratio if the heat sink temperature is always higher than Tref. The choice of Tref
programs the location of the overall response, and thus can be manipulated to match the
temperature range required for the application. Changing the reference temperature does
not change the shape of the response; it only changes where it is centered.

3.1.2 Cell Height Effects
Thermal conductivity describes heat flow per unit length, so the length of the heat
path here has some influence on the effective conductivity values attained. If the length
of the cell is very small then the bulk resistance from the material will be small, but then
the contact resistance become a larger percentage of the total, increasing the overall
resistance without increasing length. This parametric study looks at how the length of the
cell influences the pertinent figures of merit. All inputs are held constant except for the
heat sink temperature (varied over the same range) and the cell height, and are
summarized in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Cell Height Effects Parameters
Constants
q [W/m2]

Treference [K]

W [m]

TCC0

β

50,000

270

0.01

0.01

0.95

Parameter Range
Tsink [K]
233 - 313

H [m]
0.0025

0.005

0.008

0.01

Figure 3.7 shows the fraction of the total thermal resistance that is contributed by
the contact resistance as Tsink is varied relative to Tref. Each data set corresponds to a
different cell height, H. The ratio of TCR (or Rcontact) to the total resistance Rtotal is lower
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for larger cell heights, because a greater bulk resistance results from having longer heat
path length.

Figure 3.7: Percent of total resistance that comes from TCR is lower for smaller cell
length
Figure 3.8 shows the ratio of effective thermal conductivity relative to the base
material’s conductivity. When cell height is larger, TCR is a smaller percentage of that
total and the effective conductivity (which is based on heat flow per length) approaches
that of the bulk material. Thus the effective conductivity that is achieved is higher for
larger cells heights. As the length of the thermal path length increases, the thermal
resistance of the bulk material comes to overshadow the contact resistance. This is one
reason why contact resistance is not usually incorporated into large engineering models:
the system behavior is not sensitive to its value compared to other resistance sources. But
on circuit boards or on spacecraft, where pieces are quite small or contact pressure very
light, TCR begins to have an appreciable effect on the system.
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Figure 3.8: Percent of total resistance that comes from TCR is lower for smaller length
The implication of this result is that high conductivity is easier to attain when a
larger volume of the base material is used since the behavior approaches that of the bulk
material. However, it is better in the spacecraft application for the geometry to be small
and lightweight. The thermal resistance ratio shown in Figure 3.7 can be defined to
characterize the importance of TCR relative to the resistance of the whole system:

Θ=

TCR
Rtotal

(18)

The better effective conductivity response will occur when the magnitude of TCR
is much smaller than the bulk material resistance. As a figure of merit, it is desirable for
Θ to be minimized.

3.1.3 Normal-Contact Conforming Shape
One way of increasing the pressure at a surface is to change the contact-surface
shape. The shape of the contact region is changed from the flat-flat contact that has been
assumed thus far, to a conformal cone shape depicted in Figure 3.9. The slant of the cone
is measured from the horizontal and given by θ. The point of the cone was also truncated
at two arbitrary values, a large and a small one, to see if that influenced the behavior.
Flat-flat normal contact was compared to the other conformal contact geometries shown
in Figure 3.9. The thought was that the shape will change the pressure distribution along
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the contact surface, and the contact surface is also larger, which could result in better heat
transfer through the joint. Experimental data for bare copper-copper contact under light
pressure was extracted from the literature [32]. This data was used throughout this
section of analysis.
The trends of effective conductivity as θ is varied in Figure 3.9 are for a system
with a height of 1cm. There appears to be a slight improvement when the slant angle is
small, but after about 10 degrees the performance decreases.

θ

Figure 3.9: Conforming cone contact does not appreciably improve thermal conductivity
over the flat-flat contact
The small increase may be due to numerical errors, and does not appear to affect
the conductivity appreciably. TCR is a function of the pressure normal to a surface, and
as the slant θ increases the pressure normal to the surface is very high near the point but
lower towards the edge, negating any advantage.
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3.1.4 Conclusions
Defining the reference temperature at which there is essentially zero contact gap
may be easier to realize than attempting to create a precise contact gap, and amounts to
the same thing in terms of performance. Even when sink temperature is below the
reference temperature contact will be initiated with the heat sink and thermal equilibrium
can be reached. This may not always be the case when there is a separate permanent heat
path.
The results in this section indicate that the highest-flux case should be used in
analysis because it will demonstrate the system’s worst ability to create a lowconductivity mode. The height of a cell is a critical design variable because high
effective conductivity is easier to attain when a larger volume of the high conductivity
base material is used. The reference temperature for thermal expansion is another
important design variable that should be set somewhere in the operational temperature
range of the electronics box in order to achieve a better switch to the low-conductivity
mode. The choice of Tref sets the location of the response within the temperature range
but does not change the response itself.
For future parameter studies, discrete thermal boundary condition cases that need
to be applied have been narrowed down and are listed in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Thermal boundary analysis settings for spacecraft application
q(W/m2)

Thot

Tswitch

Treference

Tlow

50,000

310

300

Tref

230

There are four distinct thermal loading combinations using the heat flux and four
different heat sink temperatures. Setting Tsink = Thot constitutes the hottest-case scenario
and reveals the maximum temperature that is reached by the system. This boundary
loading case must be checked to ensure that the maximum temperature does not exceed
the electronic box’s hot operation temperature limit. For example, if the effective
conductivity meets the target value of 180 W/mK at the switch temperature, then the
temperature drop across a 1cm-high cell would be almost 3 degrees Kelvin with the
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hottest-case heat flux. This would put the hot side of the cell around 313 degrees Kelvin
when the heat sink is at an elevated temperature of 310K, which is within the 290K ±
30K general operation temperature range for electronics boxes.
When Tsink = Tswitch the design is at its design-point loading which should exhibit
the target conductivity. Because a large change in behavior occurs near the reference
temperature this boundary value is useful. Lastly, the case of Tsink = Tlow must be
analyzed to examine the behavior of the structure at temperatures below that of the
operation temperature range of the electronics.
The geometry in this section is an ideal setup where the expansion of the bar is
completely constrained, so the pressure is maximized, and the hot-side temperature is
entirely dependent on the thermal circuit that passes through the contact resistance. In
the next section a cell comprised of parallel heat paths is considered.

3.2 Bi-Material Compliant Parallel Path
Theoretically, if the input heat flux is low, all of the thermal energy can be
transported by the permanent heat paths and thus little/no contact occurs. The goal in this
model is to characterize the behavior of a switch that utilizes the mismatch in CTE to
achieve the thermal switch behavior. The aims are to determine the overall achievable
switch, where it occurs, if the switch location can be programmed, and which parameters
can be manipulated to make the switch occur in the right place and also reaches the
desirable thermal conductance.
The resulting axial stresses and strains are tracked. Analysis similar to the
previous section is performed with additional focus on the mismatched material-property
effects, role of an initial contact gap, and the percent of cross-section taken up by each
material. The geometry and thermal boundary conditions are shown in Figure 3.10. One
of the surfaces is outlined in green; this is the transient-contact surface. When there is a
gap between it and the heat sink the thermal circuit through this system will look like the
one on the right in Figure 3.11.
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Heat Flux

Contact surface

Theat_sink
Figure 3.10: Parallel-path geometry and thermal loading

TCR

In-Contact

Out-of-Contact

Figure 3.11: Thermal circuits for in-contact and out-of-contact modes
The baseline values (for the parameters that are not specifically being varied)
unless otherwise noted are given in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5: Constant surface and thermal load parameters for height variation analysis
η

β

TCC0

λ

khigh

klow

q

0.8

0.95

0.01

16

330

10

50000
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3.2.1 Parametric Investigation
Considering first the most obvious parameter, all material and boundary inputs
held constant while the fraction of cross-sectional area, η, was varied. At elevated
temperatures the high-conductivity metal contact bar expands more than the lowconductivity bars. Further expansion is constrained by the expanded length of the
ceramic bars so that the contact rod experiences compressive stress and the ceramic bars
experience tensile stress. Figure 3.12 shows the resulting axial stresses in each material
section as η is varied.

1.00E+09

σyield

Stress [ Pa]

1.00E+08

pressure
1.00E+07

tensile

1.00E+06
0
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0.6

0.8

1

η

Figure 3.12: Resultant Axial Stresses in Parallel Path Cell
The compressive stress (contact pressure) decreases as η increases. However, the
tensile stress in the ceramic elements rises by almost two orders of magnitude. A
maximum tensile stress constraint could be set to define the η-value limit for the
particular pair of materials. The compressive strength of the material should not be an
issue. If the ceramic material had a yield stress of about 100MPa, then the value for η
would be capped around 0.55, shown in Figure 3.12. This means that at most only 55%
of the cross-sectional area could be occupied by the high-conductivity material without
the cell failing at the particular thermal loading.
Figure 3.13 shows contributions to the effective thermal resistance as the material
fraction is varied.

Thermal Resistance
[m2K/W]
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Figure 3.13: Thermal resistance contributions

Total bulk resistance decreases with increasing fraction of high-k material.
Contact resistance remains nearly the same since the contact pressure is relatively
constant, as shown in Figure 3.12. This is a very general result.
Next, all parameters are held constant except for the cell height and the heat sink
temperature. Figure 3.14 shows how the effective conductivity of the cell changes with
the cell height for two heat sink temperatures. Unsurprisingly, the effective conductivity
increases when the cell height increases for the same thermal loading. The effective
conductivity also increases with higher heat sink temperature since larger thermal strains
result. Therefore it is not surprising that in Figure 3.14 the highest effective conductivity
occurs when the cell is tall and Tsink is higher than Tref.
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Figure 3.14: Effective conductivity as a function of cell height
For a given cell height, as the sink temperature increases the effective
conductivity will also increase along a trajectory illustrated in Figure 3.14. The resulting
steady-state temperature drop across the cell ΔT due to the sink temperature and the
applied flux is larger when the effective conductivity is lower. This helps to keep the
hot-side temperature within the operation temperature range. Figure 3.15 shows that, for
the same parameter variations as in Figure 3.14, the hot-side temperature of the cell is
maintained above the reference temperature.
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Figure 3.15: Hot-side temperature as steady-state as a function of cell height and heat
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sink temperature
The hot-side temperature for the Tsink = Tref case is close to the cold-limit for
electronics, which indicates that Tref should be raised to place the hot-side temperature
more securely in the operation range. As the sink temperature continues to decrease
below the reference temperature the behavior should be similar to the single-material rod
behavior, whereby the hot-side temperature increases just enough to create a low pressure
contact.
This change can be explained by the contribution that TCR makes to a small
system (with less thermal bulk) compared to its effect on a large system.

TCR

constitutes a large percentage of the total resistance of smaller structures, and thus the
tiny changes that occur in response to the pressure have more of influence. Also,
considering that the fraction of the available cross-section that is used by the contactor is
significant, TCR is able to have more of an impact. There is a balance here: larger cell
length helps achieve a higher conductivity, but limits the change in effective conductivity
over the small temperature range above the reference temperature. This has implications
for micro- or nano- scale structures for thermal conductivity switches.
The difference in conductivity at different sink temperatures is dramatic in this
example but does not attain the large ratio that is that goal of this research. As the sink
temperature continues to decrease below the reference temperature the effective
conductivity behavior should be similar to the single-material rod behavior, as shown in
the previous section. However, at some point the input flux and sink temperature may be
so low that the top-side temperature will fall below the reference temperature and the
contactor rod will completely break contact. At this point the effective conductivity will
plunge since only the low-conductivity paths are operative. Though, in order for contact
to cleanly separate, the contraction must be large: a distance greater than 10 micrometers
was stated in the literature for a similar solid-solid contact thermal switch [9]. Unless the
mismatch in CTE is very large, achieving clean separation will be hard to accomplish
within the relatively small temperature range and cell height in the spacecraft application.
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3.2.2 Thermal Strain Magnitude and Contact-Gap Separation
The coefficient of thermal expansion for most structural materials (not foams) is
less than 20µm/mK. The axial strains in the members of cells of a size less than 1cm will
be very small. However, it may not be necessary to completely achieve full separation
because TCR is very high at low pressures. The expansions and displacements that occur
at this level are very small, even though constrained expansion can produce large forces.
Displacements of less than 10 micrometers are expected, so it would be best if the design
and fabrication approach could accommodate that precision. For the same case as in
Figure 3.14, the unconstrained thermal expansion of the structure is shown in Figure
3.16. Deformations of less than 10 micrometers occur.
Having a non-zero initial contact gap limits the high-k mode. For example,
Figure 3.17 shows the effective conductivity of different cells as η is increased and the
thermal inputs held constant. As the initial contact gap is increase from zero, the
effective conductivity decreases.
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Figure 3.16: Unconstrained thermal expansion of small beams with relatively small
temperature ranges results in very small displacements
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Figure 3.17: Having an initial gap at the reference temperature is detrimental to the
achievable high keff
Having an initial non-zero contact gap in this geometry has negative effects on the
highest achievable conductivity. Looked at another way, a nonzero contact gap at a low
uniform temperature is the same as zero contact gap at a higher temperature, so an
increasing contact gap is the same an increasing reference temperature. Designing for the
contact gap is made more straightforward by thinking of the gap as being closed but
without pressure at a reference temperature. Therefore, the rather than two variables,
initial contact gap and Tref, the only Tref needs to be used in the design approach.

3.2.3 Tensile Yield Stress
Another limiting factor is the resulting stress within the materials. In this
idealized situation only axial stresses occur, so pure tensile/compressive stress is easy to
consider. As η increases and the ceramic bars decrease in width, the resulting tensile
stress rises. For instance, as the sink temperature rises and the overall temperature of the
system rises (above the reference temperature), the resulting stresses in the system
change. The compressive stress in the contactor is not very sensitive to the variable η
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relative to the sensitivity of the tensile stress in the ceramic element, which changes by
more than an order of magnitude in this example.
If the material has a tensile stress yield limit, say 100MPa, then a maximum η is
defined, as shown in Figure 3.18. This maximum tensile stress will be seen at the hottest
operating case: Tsink = 310 and q = 50,000 W/m2, and so structures must be designed to
survive this extreme. Since this major stress direction is purely axial the tensile stress is
easy to calculate. Later, when dealing with 2D stress distributions, the Von Mises yield
criterion is used instead.
The normalized CTE mismatch λ can create very large stresses from the
constrained thermal expansion. Lambda is defined as the difference ratio between
mismatched CTE’s:

λ=

α high − α low
µm
, where α 0 = 1.0
α0
mK

When λ is varied while all else is held constant, the resulting magnitudes of the
stresses increase as shown in Figure 3.18:
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Figure 3.18: A large mismatch in CTE is good for creating contact pressure but causes
very high tensile stress in the axial rods
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The normalized difference in CTE would need to be less than 5 in order for the
cell to not fail in this example. Then, looking at the corresponding Keff range in Figure
3.19, the tensile yield stress limit presents another issue:
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Figure 3.19: Tensile stress limits the maximum CTE mismatch which limits the effective
conductivity
The yield stress criterion in effect limits the potential effective conductivity that
the cell could ideally achieve with no stress limit. Thus yield stress in the ceramic
element is a very important consideration in this design.

3.2.4 Effect of Input Flux
Figure 3.20 shows the effective conductivity of a cell as η is varied, for three
values of the input flux that differ by at least an order of magnitude. The sink
temperature is equal to the reference temperature. As the magnitude of the applied flux
decreases the average temperature rise in the structure is likewise decreased and therefore
less thermal expansion by the elements. As the flux goes to zero, the effective
conductivity in the cell approaches the lowest conductivity mode comprised only of the
ceramic elements.
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Figure 3.20: As input flux decreases, effective conductivity also decreases
A consequence of having a permanent thermal connection between electronics
and heat sink is that when the electronics box turns off, the flux goes to zero, and the
electronics will begin to approach the sink temperature. To keep the electronics within
the operation temperature range, as the electronics box begins to cool off the effective
conductivity of the system decreases to further impede heat transfer, demonstrating the
self-adaptive response to become more insulating at lower temperatures.

3.2.5 Optimization
Given two materials with known thermal and linear-elastic properties, the aim of
optimization is to find the combination of geometry, surface parameters, and reference
temperature that best accomplishes the effective conductivity goals. The results used in
the objective function are obtained from the numerical steady-state solutions. The
decision variable ranges are given in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6: Decision variable ranges for parallel-path cell
H
η

Variable Ranges
2.5mm
10mm
0.5
0.9

Tref

260K

300K

TCC0
β

0.001
0.5

10
0.99

The range for cell height H could be extended, but it is limited in this application
to keep the volume of the cell low. The cross-section fraction η must be relatively high.
Results from earlier sections indicate that Tref must be lower than Tswitch, but within the
operation temperature range, which, for the spacecraft application is about 290K ± 30K,
or 260K – 320K. Thus the lower bound for Tref is set to 260K. Values for TCC0 in the
literature have a large range, which depending on the model or on the materials/surfaces
used in experimental data. The exponent β is always between 0.5 and 0.99 in contact
models, in agreement with experimental data.
A good parallel-path switch cell has several optimal and interrelated features.
The effective conductivity near the switch temperature must be high, the contact pressure
by the metal contact element must be high, and the tensile stress in the ceramic elements
must not exceed the material’s yield stress limit. The highest contact pressure and tensile
stress occurs at higher temperatures so only one thermal loading case can be run to
provide inputs to all three objectives.
The objectives to be maximized are recast as minimization objectives by
multiplying the objective by (-1). The magnitude of the maximum tensile stress found
for each trial individual is checked against a maximum allowable value, which is set to
100MPa in this simulation. If the yield stress criterion is exceeded then the other two
objectives are automatically set to an arbitrary nonzero positive number, and the tensile
stress objective value it set to an arbitrarily large value, to penalize the solution.
There is a tradeoff that having more high-conductivity material creates a better
switch, but the remaining material is put under large tensile stress, which limits the
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geometry. The optimization algorithm is run both with and without the stress criterion to
illustrate how the limitation affects the optimal design.
The optimization problem can be succinctly written in mathematical notation:
Minimize

Subjected to

− K high

[A1]

σ tensile

[A2]

− Pcontact

[A3]

σ tensile < σ yield

[B1]

3.3 Summary
Based on results in section 3.2, the inclusion of a non-zero initial contact gap
causes unsatisfactory behavior. It is also a challenge to manufacture a contact gap with
great precision with the gel cast method that this research group has been utilizing [24],
so it was concluded that it would be better to instead assume that initial contact occurs at
some reference temperature with little/no pressure. If TCC as a function of pressure
increases rapidly enough then the constrained thermal expansion may get the effective
conductivity into a good range even if non-contact never occurs.
It was also demonstrated that as the electronics begin to cool off the effective
conductivity of the system decreases to further impede heat transfer, demonstrating the
self-adaptive response to become more insulating at lower temperatures. A scheme for
optimizing the combination of design inputs to achieve high effective conductivity as
well as a high switch ratio was presented in the final section of this chapter, the results of
which are discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4

Multi-Material Compliant Cell
Transient cases are run to ascertain the performance of the T-shape cell, both in
overall switch ratio and in the high effective conductivity value, demonstrating the
“valve” effect that drives the electronics module toward a specific temperature. The
results of this numerical analysis lead to observations that influence the optimization and
design of such a cell.
Based on the conclusions from Chapter 3, analysis of the behavior of this cell uses
a parametric study of thermal boundary conditions listed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Thermal boundary analysis settings
q [W/m2]

Tswitch

Thigh

Tlow

50,000

300

310

230

This chapter covers a similar range of parameter variation studies as the parallelpath cell in the previous chapter. Of particular interest in each study are the contact
pressure distribution, locations of stress concentrations, effective strain, and the
displacement/heat flux/temperature 2D distributions. The final section forms the
optimization decision variables and objectives. The material properties used in the Tshape cell are given in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Material Properties for T-shape Cell

Material 1

Thermal
Conductivity, k
[W/mK]
385

CTE, α
[µm/mK]
16

Modulus of
Elasticity, E
[GPa]
100

Poisson
Ratio, ν
0.3

Yield Tensile
Stress, σyield
[MPa]
300

Material2

10

10

200

0.3

100

Material Model
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4.1 Design for Critical Performance Point
In this section, the geometry and contact-surface parameters were manually
adjusted to achieve a cell that met the target performance requirements and other key
parameters, such as use of a large percentage of available volume. The performance
requirement is summarized as effective conductivity close to that of aluminum, 180
W/mK, near a so-called ‘switch temperature’ near room temperature, 300K. The initial
settings listed in Table 4.3 were established by manually adjusting the inputs until good
behavior was observed near the switch point.

Table 4.3: Manually-set model inputs for parameter study
q [W/m2]
Tsink [K]
Tref [K]
Cell Width [m]
TCC0
β

50000
300
300
0.01
50
0.95

H [m]
W [m]
E [m]
P [m]
a
b
c
i
j
kk
m
g2 [µm]
g1 [m]

0.002 -- 0.01
0.01
0.0005
0.0054
0.1
0.05
0.35
0.01
0.5
0.66
0.3
110
0.0

Figure 2.21 shows the parameterized model geometry. The capital letters
represent lengths of model features and have units of meters, while the lower-case letters
are scaling factors. Before optimization, the characteristic length of principal interest is
the overall height of the cell, i.e. the length of the heat path parallel to the primary
direction of heat flow. Therefore, the height H is varied between 2mm and 10mm while
the remaining settings remain constant and the geometries within the cell are
correspondingly scaled. The width of the cell is held constant at 10mm. For example,
using the given settings and cell heights of 5mm and 10mm yields the planar bi-material
cells shown in Figure 4.1.
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The finite element simulations are solved in two load steps. In the first load step,
all nodes in the structure are set to Tref using a single time step. The second load step
sees the application of the thermal boundary conditions and the transient response
determined until steady-state is reached.

Figure 4.1: 2D Planar cells scaled by height and free-meshed
The parameter study and characterization of the transient behavior for the
remainder of this chapter use the settings in Table 4.3. The main parameters that are
varied are the cell height, Tref, Tsink, and the applied heat flux. Unless otherwise stated or
the parameter is the one being varied, the baseline parameters are given in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Baseline geometry and surface properties for T-shaped cell analysis
H

q

Tsink

Tref

TCC0

β

0.006

50000

300

290

1

0.95

4.2 Cell Height Effect
Figure 4.4 shows the effective conductivity of the cell for various combinations of
Tref and Tsink, as a function of the cell height. The horizontal axis is the cell height, and
each data set represents a different combination of reference temperature and heat sink
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temperature. The intent is to ascertain the behavior when the entire system is above the
reference temperature (everything expands from the initial geometry settings) as
compared to when the heat sink temperature decreases such that parts of cell may be in
contraction relative to the initial geometry while other parts of the cell expand.
For all of the runs in which Tref is less than or equal to Tsink the effective
conductivity is high, as shown in Figure 4.2. The settings were manually adjusted to
create a good response for the boundary load combination of Tref = 290 and Tsink = Tswitch,
so the highest conductivity performance occurs for that loading. When Tref is greater than
Tsink the effective conductivity is much lower.
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Figure 4.2:
behavior

Cell height and reference temperature effect on effective conductivity

The steady-state temperature that the cell attains provides the average temperature
across the top surface of the cell. Figure 4.3 shows the average flux side temperature for
the cases corresponding to those in the Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.3: Average steady-state temperature of top surface
The trends in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 are in agreement with those for the parallel-path
cell. When Tref <= Tsink, the structure must heat up to be above Tsink in order to create a
temperature gradient even though good contact is occurring. The cell acts to keep the
hot-side temperature close to the switch temperature (which is the temperature to which
the design is tuned). When Tref is greater than Tsink the hot-side temperature is kept above
the reference temperature, which again is evidence that the reference temperature for the
design must be somewhere within the operational temperature range of the electronics
module. The farther Tref is below Tsink then the better the high-effective conductivity, and
the farther Tref is above Tsink then the lower the low-effective conductivity. A good
design guideline is that the reference temperature for the geometry design should be
about midway between the “switch” temperature and the lower end of the electronic
module’s operating temperature range.

4.3 Temperature and Stress Distributions
An example case shows the thermal and mechanical outputs of interest. Local
stresses due to a temperature gradient or compliance may endanger the functioning of the
cell. The distributions of several parameters give insight into how the T-shape cell might
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be improved to alleviate points of \stress concentration and to also improve the high
effective conductivity goal.
Transient data is extracted from one of four specific points within the cell, as
shown in Figure 4.4

Contact pressure
measure point

Figure 4.4: Locations of various transient data
Immediately after the thermal boundary conditions are applied the temperatures at
the three points in Figure 4.4 begin to rise, as shown in Figure 4.5. The contact surface
quickly makes contact and the purple line, representing the temperature on the cool side
of the interface, approaches the temperature of the heat sink. The cyan line represents a
node on the top surface, which quickly rises in temperature due to the applied heat flux.
The red data point is located within the low-conductivity ceramic element, which takes
more time to reach it equilibrium value.
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Figure 4.5: Transient temperature behavior at specific points within the cell after the
boundary conditions are stepped on at time t = 0.1
Figure 4.6 shows the steady-state temperature distribution in the cell, and Figure
4.7 shows the distribution of displacement in the y-direction. The displacement causes
the contact interface to close with pressure and create the high-conductivity heat path
which bypasses the low-conductivity ceramic element. In this example the reference
temperature is 290K, which is only 10K below the switch temperature. The small ΔT is
partly responsible for the small thermal deformation and low contact pressure.
Figure 4.8 shows the 2D distribution of the magnitude of the thermal gradient
vector at two points during the transient loading. Immediately after the step load is
applied there are very large gradients in the ceramic center element. Transient
temperature distributions can cause much higher stresses than are experienced at steady
state. By the time the structure reaches steady state the magnitudes of the thermal
gradient is much diminished and the location of the concentration points has moved to the
inner corners of the empty space. These regions of higher temperature gradients could be
mitigated by replacing the sharp corners with curved or fillet geometry.
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Figure 4.6: Steady state temperature distribution

Figure 4.7: Displacement in the y-direction at steady state
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Figure 4.8: Thermal gradient vector sum at 0.5 sec in transient simulation (high
gradient occurs in the center pillar) and below it is the vector sum at steady state
(gradients are less extreme).
Figure 4.9 shows the Von Mises stress distribution. The regions of higher stress
correspond to the region in the horizontal bar which reaches a higher temperature than the
rest of the top surface, and the corner where bending occurs due to the constrained
expansion of the large lateral element. As with the upper interior corners, the stress
concentration at these corners may be mitigated by making the corner less sharp.
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Figure 4.9: Von Mises stress distribution at steady state
Figure 4.10 shows the distribution of the component of thermal flux in the ydirection. As desired, once contact is made the majority of the heat flux passes through
the contact interface and bypasses the ceramic element.

Figure 4.10: Thermal flux in y-direction at steady-state
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Figure 4.11: Steady-state distribution of y-direction displacement , and the resulting
contact pressure distribution
Figure 4.11 shows the distribution of the pressure at the symmetric contact
surfaces. Due to the bending dynamic of the structure the outermost edge of the contact
region experiences more contact pressure than the interior edge. The pressure
distribution is consistent with the y-displacement distribution in Figure 4.7. The pressure
distribution is lopsided because of the temperature distribution and the bending behavior
of the cell. Once the unit cell is incorporated into an array of cells the distribution evens
out due to the cell symmetry.
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4.4 Two Unit Cells Combined
Two unit cells that have been slightly overlapped exhibit the same general
behavior as the unit cell. In Figure 4.12, the steady state temperature distribution in the
pair is nearly the same as that for the unit cell, as it should be. This figure shows how a
different unit cell could be defined, indicated by the dashed lines. The largest effect on
the behavior can be seen in the contact pressure distribution in Figure 4.13. Because of
the symmetry in the constraints, the center contact region experiences a more uniform
pressure.

Figure 4.12: Temperature distribution in double cell. A different definite of a unit cell is
encapsulated by the dotted line

Figure 4.13: Contact Pressure Distribution
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4.5 Low-Temperature Behavior
Five boundary loadings cases, using Tref = 275K, are examined while all other
variables are held at the baseline settings in Table 4.3. The boundary conditions and
resulting top-side temperature and effective conductivity are given in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Parameter study with boundary loading combinations, Tref = 275K
Description
1
2
3

Tsink

q [W/mK]

Thot

Keff

Cold/high flux
Switch/high flux
Hottest case

230
300
310

50000
50000
50000

268
300.9
310.8

7.9
333
345

Cold case

230

1000

-

-

5†
Cold/medium flux
*Did not run to steady-state
†Contact disengaged

230

5000

265

0.86

4*†

The first three cases agree with the trends that have been identified in earlier
sections. When the heat flux is high the compliant cell adapts to the loading and keeps
the top surface temperature above the lower end of the operation temperature range and
limits the higher magnitude temperatures. When the applied flux decreases, the
electronics module will begin to approach the temperature of the heat sink. The result is
ultimately inescapable because the two structures are permanently connected. However,
the structure’s effective conductivity drops very low to slow this process, to keep the top
temperature (equal to the electronics module temperature) within the operation
temperature range until the module is powered up again.
Figure 4.14 shows the average top temperature after the cold-case thermal
boundary conditions are applied at time t = 0. The entire cell is initially at Tref = 275K
with no contact gap. The change in temperature follows a curve until about 3.75 seconds,
at which point the high-conductivity path is disengaged. Then, the temperature decline
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continues onward in a more linear trajectory because the effective conductivity of the
heat path has stopped changing. Eventually, the top temperature would approach the heat
sink temperature. Given how far the top temperature dropped before breaking contact, in
a relatively short time, it might be necessary to use a higher reference temperature in this
example to stay within the operation temperature range for a longer period.
Another critical observation is that when the model ‘breaks contact’ the resulting
gap distance is less than 0.5 microns after 12 seconds in this example. If the contact
surfaces are very smooth then this could result in good separation. One way of increasing
the contact gap in this loading case would be to use a larger cell height.

Figure 4.14: Average top temperature after thermal load applied at t = 0, from an initial
uniform temperature equal to the reference temperature Tref = 275K

4.6 Contact Surface Requirements for Target Performance
In the previous section the T-shaped cell met the high conductivity requirement as
well as the switch ratio when the surface constants TCC0 and β were 1.0 and 0.95,
respectively. Figure 4.11 shows the apparent pressure distribution at each contacting
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surface, where pressure varied from 72kPa to 85kPa for an average of about 79kPa.
Using the generalized relation for TCR the material properties needed to achieve the
same effect can be determined for different thermal contact conductance models.
If these prescribed factors are applied to the Anonelli model:

hc = 4200ks Ra
ks =

2k1k2
k1 + k 2

−0.257

P
 
H

0.95

= TCC0 P β

Harmonic mean thermal conductivity [W/mK]

Ra = Ra12 + Ra 2 2

Combined average roughness [µm]

H = Microhardness of softer material [Pa]
P = applied normal pressure [Pa]

Then a comparable surface would satisfy:

4200k s
= TCC0 P β −0.95
0.257
0.95
Ra H

(16)

For the example begun above with TCC0 = 1.0 and β = 0.95, an example
combination of material properties that would satisfy Equation 20 would be:
ks = 300 W/mK
Ra = 0.1 microns
H = 2.0E8 Pa
Tailoring the properties to a specific performance is the ultimate goal, but at this point the
goal is simply to maximize the fraction on the left side of the equation by making Ra as
small as possible (smoother surface), using an easily-deformable material (low microhardness H), and using high-conductivity materials at the interface to increase ks. As
future work is done to create and characterize advanced surface coatings, the above
metric or something similar formulated from experimental data gathered for the new
surface material, might be useful in estimating how well the surface may meet the
conductivity goals of the cell.
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4.7 Optimization
The goal of optimization is to obtain a topology that generates a high-conductivity
thermal switch. Therefore, the objectives in the design optimization are motivated by
specific high-thermal-conductance requirements: large contact pressure to reduce TCR,
large cross-sectional contact area, and minimal fraction of available area that has no
material since empty space is detrimental to thermal conductivity. These three objectives
are somewhat at odds because having a large contact area means that the force generated
by the constrained thermal expansion is spread out over the large contact area, resulting
in lower pressure. The two-objective formulation that encompasses all three of these
goals is to maximize the contact pressure and the area fraction. The purpose of using a
multi-objective optimization algorithm is to find the Pareto Optimality Front. The Pareto
Front marks a surface along which it is impossible to improve one objective without
worsening another objective. An optimum design can then be chosen from the Pareto
surface.
The results of the previous sections indicate that designing for the critical
performance point (i.e. the switch-point) is the key to good performance. The optimum
settings of several parameters are clear and do not require optimization: the khigh value of
the metallic material should be as high as possible, and the klow value of the ceramic
material should be low as possible. The low-CTE value should be low, zero or negative,
while the high-CTE value should be relatively high compared to the low-CTE value. The
thermal environment can be set for the switchpoint. The internal geometry of the cell
changes significantly with changing cell height; therefore it may be best to optimize the
cell for a given height. Thus the only design variables remaining are the scaling factors.
The scaling factors nominally can take on any continuous value between 0 and 1,
but given the fact that the cells are to be fabricated there must be some restrictions set to
keep the geometries feasible. Also, some geometry bounds can be made smaller to
reduce the size of the solution space. For example, having a ceramic element that takes
up the majority of the cell width would make for very bad effective conductivity, so it is
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reasonable to limit the upper bound on its scaling factor. Similarly, there must be a nonzero horizontal space B, so the lower bound for b cannot be zero.
The bounds that are set for optimization are given in Table 4.6. Since the scaling
factors must create a geometry that fits within the Height x Width area of the cell there
are some interdependencies between the decision variable values. For instance, ‘a’ and
‘b’ govern the center pillar width and the deformation space width, respectively; each
must be set such that there is a remainder of cross-section available for high-conductivity
material.
Table 4.6: Decision Variables and Ranges
Range
a

[0.1

0.3]

b

[0.05

0.5]

i

[0.01

0.9]

j

[0.01

0.5]

kk

[0.5

0.9]

m

[0.1

0.4]

Other constants and inputs are given in Table 4.7. Also, a maximum-yield-stress
constraint can be imposed that penalizes a solution if the maximum tensile stress in the
system exceeds the prescribed value.
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Table 4.7: Constant Inputs and Constraints
Constants

Manually Set

Qin

50000

H

[2mm

1cm]

Tsink

300

TCC0 [0.01

100]

D

1cm

β

0.95]

E

0.5mm

c

0.35

g1

0

g2

100µm

Tref

300

[0.5

Constraints
σyield_max

100MPa

The optimization problem can be succinctly written in mathematical notation:
Minimize

Subject to

− Pcontact
−A

[A1]
[A2]

σ Von _ Mises < σ tensile _ yield

[B1]

lmin
,
D
p

kk + m ≤  1 − min
P

i + 2 j ≤1
a + 2b ≤ 1 −

lmin = 1mm

[C1]


 , pmin = 0.2 mm


[C2]

[C2]
If the stress constraint B1 is violated in a candidate solution, the solution is
penalized by directly assigning both objectives to be equal to a nonzero positive number.
Constraints C1-C3 have to do with the internal geometry of the cell. If all of the
constraints are not met then the resulting geometry does not form a complete cell within
the prescribed footprint. Two tolerances, lmin and pmin , are user-defined to keep
geometry values above zero. For instance, C1 ensures that the combined cross-section
length of the high –conductivity contact surfaces is always greater than 1mm. These
constraints are checked before each calculation and, if even one is violated, the
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simulation is skipped and the objective values are automatically penalized by being
assigned a nonzero positive number.

4.8 Summary
A bi-material compliant T-shaped cell has been shown to be capable of exhibiting
high conductivity at the switch temperature. The effective conductivity continuously
decreases as the heat sink temperature decreases relative to the reference temperature,
which maintains the top side temperature within the operation temperature range. This
behavior is not uniquely linked to a specific temperature range, but to get the desired
response, the reference temperature must be specified. The best-performance design is
obtained by optimizing for the thermal loading case in which the Tsink = Tswitch and the
heat flux is high. Thus, the optimization scheme need only use one thermal boundary case
to optimize the cell geometry for the best behavior. Also, given a pair of bulk material
properties, optimization can be used to determine the surface-parameters, TCC0 and β,
that would be needed for the cell design to meet the target conductivities and switch ratio.
The optimum settings of several parameters are clear and do not require
optimization: the khigh value of the metallic material should be as high as possible, and the
klow value of the ceramic material should be low as possible. The low-CTE value should
be low, zero or negative, while the high-CTE value should be relatively high compared to
the low-CTE value. The internal geometry of the cell changes significantly with
changing cell height; therefore it may be best to optimize the cell for a given height.
Thus the only design variables remaining are the scaling factors.
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Chapter 5

Optimization
This chapter describes the optimization results for the formulations described in
Chapters 3 and 4. The same baseline materials that were used in Chapter 2-4 are used
here. The goal of this optimization is to find the best combination of cell height, material
fraction, reference temperature, and contact surface settings to achieve the thermal switch
and high conductivity objectives. The first section describes the optimization procedure
and the algorithm convergence metric. The second and third sections present the results
for the parallel-path cell and T-shaped cell optimizations.

5.1 Optimization Procedure, Criterion and Convergence
Optimization was conducted using the well-known multi-objective evolutionary
optimization algorithm NSGA-II [34], coded in MATLAB. The algorithm works by first
initializing a population within the problem range, and then the population is sorted based
on each individual’s domination score. If an individual has objective functions that are
no worse than another individual and at least one of the objective functions is better, then
that individual is said to dominate the other. This gives the algorithm useful information
about the set that an individual dominates and the set that dominates an individual. After
the sort, a number called the crowding distance is assigned to each individual. The
crowding distance is the m-dimensional Euclidean distance between individuals based on
their m objectives. Individuals are selected based on their non-domination and crowding
distance, then subjected to crossover and mutation to create an offspring pool of
individuals. Using elitism to keep all the best individuals in the population, the offspring
population is combined with the current generation population and selection is performed
to get the individuals for the next population.
Convergence is tracked by a metric that is defined by a measure of the maximum
crowding distance, which should stabilize as all population members settle onto the
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Pareto Optimal Front; the criterion is proposed and verified in a recent paper [35] using
NSGA-II, and was chosen for this application because of its ease of implementation.
The crowding distance of each population member i is found by computing the
objective function value m, then computing the distance between i’s value and those of its
two neighboring members in the population ranking. This is done for every objective
function, and the sum over all of the objective values gives the crowding distance. The
convergence metric can then be formulated:

dl = maximal crowding distance at generation l
d L = average of d l over the previous L generations

L = length of time window, preset by user

δ lim = criterion limit, preset by user
Criterion using standard deviation:

(

1 L
σL ≡
dl − d L
∑
L l =1

)

2

< δ lim

As the population converges onto the Pareto optima the crowding distances
between neighboring individuals should stabilize since the individuals should not be
changing significantly. Convergence occurs when the standard deviations of the
maximum crowding distance over a preset number of generations falls below a preset
limit.
A flowchart of the optimization procedure is given in Figure 5.1.
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Initialize Decision
Variables
(MATLAB)

Initialize Population, maximum number of
generations, convergence criteria

Iterative Analytical Solution (MATLAB)
FEA Coupled Solution (ANSYS)

Evaluate objective functions
subject to constraints
(MATLAB)

Breed new generation
of searching
individuals using
NSGA-II

Convergence?

σL < δlim

Stop
Figure 5.1: Flow chart of optimization procedure

To run the algorithm, the decision variables are first initialized in the MATLAB
dashboard, as are the objective functions and the settings for the algorithm. Each
population individual is tested by first sending it to either the numerical parallel-path
simulation or the finite element T-shaped cell simulation, as appropriate. Specific
outputs, such as effective conductivity or average contact pressure, are extracted from the
results and used in the objective-function evaluations. The resulting Pareto Front
provides an optimal set of choices from which to select a design.
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5.2 Parallel Path Cell
The only user settings needed to run NSGA-II are a population size and stopping
criteria for the program. A maximum number of generations is set to stop the program in
case the algorithm becomes stuck and the convergence criteria is not met. The algorithm
is initialized with a population of 100, a maximum of 80 generations, and a convergence
criterion value of 0.01.
The variable ranges that were given in Chapter 3 are reproduced in Table 5.1.
The optimizer is run both with and without a tensile yield constraint.
Table 5.1: Decision variable ranges for parallel-path cell
H
η

Variable Ranges
2.5mm
10mm
0.5
0.9

Tref

260K

300K

TCC0
β

0.001
0.5

10
0.99

5.2.1 Results
The Pareto Front is generated for three objectives (high conductivity, high contact
pressure, and low tensile stress), as shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, for two different cases.
The color of each population member in the solution corresponds to its conductivityobjective value. The first case sets no limit on the tensile stress that may arise in the
system. The second case is the same as the first except with an additional constraint on
the maximum tensile stress allowed in an acceptable solution. The shape of the Pareto
surface is similar for the case of non-limited tensile stress (Figure 5.2) and the case for
limited stress (Figure 5.2). In the case without the tensile stress limit the highest effective
conductivity solutions tended to also have high tensile stress and high contact pressure, as
expected. The surface parameter decision variables are responsible for the wide spread of
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solution points. There is a cluster of low contact pressure and low tensile stress points
that result in mid-range conductivity because the solutions have high TCC0 and β. There
is a general trend that high tensile stress and high contact pressure produces high
conductivity, while low tensile stress generally results in low conductivity. Trend lines
are added to Figure 5.2 to better visualize regions of similar conductivity. Two points
are noted on each figure: the point that is circled represents the conductivity-optimum
cell at a reference temperature of 280K, and the point that is boxed represents the
conductivity-optimum cell from the whole solution space.
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Figure 5.2: Pareto surface for three objectives, without tensile stress limit
In the stress-limited case in Figure 5.3, the solution trends mirror the low-stress
region of the non-limited case, as expected. The low conductivity solutions represent
cells with low material fraction, which is a configuration that reduces tensile stress and
increases contact pressure but has a low contact area. Conversely, solutions with high
effective conductivity have high material fraction and thus lower contact pressure.
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Figure 5.3: Pareto surface for three objectives, with tensile stress limit

The solution converges quickly in the non-limited case, as shown in Figure 5.4.
In the stress-limited case, the solution tended to take slightly longer to converge because
of the additional constraint.

Convergence Metric

0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
0

Convergence criterion
5

10

15

20

# of Generations

Figure 5.4: Convergence metric shows that the algorithm solution converges
An individual solution is then chosen from the set. Previous observations suggest
that the reference temperature should be below, but not too close to, the switch
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temperature because that limits the amount of constrained expansion pressure that the
structure can produce at the contact interface. After that, the most important objective
that the optimizer searched for is the effective conductivity, so the solution with the best
conductivity that does not have a reference temperature too close to the switch
temperature is chosen.
To compare the two cases, the solutions with the highest resulting conductivity
with a reference temperature of 280K were chosen from each case and are listed in Table
5.2. The solution individuals that maximize the effective conductivity objective out of
the entire set are given in Table 5.3.
In Table 5.2, the unlimited case allows a higher material fraction and thus results
in a larger effective conductivity. For the choice of Tref = 280K, none of the decision
variables are at the limit of their allowed ranges except for cell height in the limited case.
With all else being unchanged , the effective conductivity of a multi-material cell
increases with increased cell height. Therefore it comes as no surprise that the stresslimited case achieves a relatively high keff by using a slightly larger cell height, compared
to the unlimited case, to offset the effects of the lower material fraction. In Chapter 3 it
was observed that the material fraction has a significant effect on the resulting tensile
stress.
Table 5.2: Parallel-path cell optimized at Tref = 280K with and without stress limit

Stress-Unlimited

Stress-Limited

η

H [m]

Tref

TCC0

β

0.8

0.0027

280.6

7.31

0.85

keff

σTensile

Pressure

266

1.73E+08

2.17E+07

η

H [m]

Tref

TCC0

β

0.68

*0.0100

280.8

9.69

0.73

keff

σTensile

Pressure

228

9.70E+07

2.26E+07

* Values are at the limit. Optimized solution is limited by this parameter.
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Table 5.3: Parallel-path cell optimized conductivity objective
η
*0.9

Stress-Unlimited

keff

H [m]
*0.010

σTensile

298 6.11E+08

η
*0.9

Stress-Limited

keff

H [m]
0.005

σTensile

298 5.97E+07

Tref
*270.0

TCC0
8.66

β
0.7

Pressure
3.40E+07

Tref
297.4

TCC0

β

8.78 0.93

Pressure
3.32E+06

* Values are at the limit. Optimized solution is limited by this parameter.
In Table 5.3, the maximum keff solutions are limited by material fraction, cell
height, and reference temperature ranges. Material fraction is limited by its maximum
value in both cases, as expected since having a higher fraction of high conductivity
material increases the effective conductivity of the cell. In the unlimited stress case, cell
height is limited by the maximum value and Tref by the minimum value. Again, this is
the expected result since a lower Tref results in a more constrained thermal expansion at
the switch temperature, compared to the amount of expansion for a higher Tref. The large
temperature difference between Tref and Tswitch results in large pressure and tensile stress.
To reduce the tensile stress, Tref can be moved closer to Tswitch, which is seen in the stresslimited solution. Also, β is larger in the limited case to create a lower TCR at a lower
contact pressures.
Overall, it appears that if TCC0 and β can be made to have relatively high values,
then the optimal stress-limited design is a short cell with a reference temperature that can
be close to the switch temperature. As TCC0 and β are decreased, the cell height must be
increased and the reference temperature decreased further below the switch temperature.
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5.3 T-Shape Cell
An optimization procedure and design variables for the T-shaped cell were
described in Chapter 4. A complete optimization was not pursued because each
simulation needed to be run a transient solution in ANSYS to find the steady-state
solution, which currently requires significant run time. A single transient simulation (with
a coarse mesh) can take between 2-5 minutes to complete, while a finer mesh can take
nearly 30 minutes. To run 30 generations with a population of just 20 individuals and
with a coarse mesh took around 18 hours to complete. The same case run with a fine
mesh would take nearly two weeks to complete 30 generations. Evolutionary solvers are
very good when the function or simulation can be run quickly because many function
calls are carried out in each generation, and many generations are required for
convergence. Running the algorithm in parallel would speed the process. Another option
is to re-cast the algorithm so that it can be solved far more quickly while still yielding a
useful topology.
One such approach might be to apply a uniform temperature change to the
structure and optimize for maximum contact pressure and contact area. For the lowconductivity case, a uniform temperature change to a temperature lower than the
reference temperature could be applied, while optimizing for maximum displacement
away from the contact surface. Two simulations would need to be run for each
individual: one for a high uniform temperature which produces contact pressure and one
for a low uniform temperature which produces thermal contraction (relative to the
reference temperature) away from the contact surface. The limitation on this approach is
that it would not provide direct information about the effective conductivity of the
structure and would not provide full insight into the TCR and material properties needed.
The settings for the optimization that were not defined in Chapter 4 are shown in
Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4: Constant Inputs and Constraints
Manually Set
H

0.6cm

TCC0 1
β

0.95

5.3.1 Results
The optimization algorithm was initialized with a population of 20 and a
maximum of 30 generations. The purpose of the optimizer in this problem is to
maximize the contact pressure and maximize the area fraction utilized in the cell. Empty
space is a waste in the thermal conductivity objective so it is desirable to minimize that
empty space.
The trend in Figure 5.5 does not indicate that the solution presented here has
converged. Due to computation time, it was impractical to run many more generations.
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Figure 5.5: Convergence trend for T-shape cell abbreviated optimization
The Pareto front in Figure 5.6 shows the state of the best population after 30
generations.
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Figure 5.6: Pareto optima for T-shape cell abbreviated optimization
Three points may be of interest to note at this point and are indicated on the
Pareto Front. The boxed points represent the case in which one of the objectives is
maximized. The circled point represents a point midway between the two endpoints.
The geometry and objective function values are given in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: T-shape cell solutions
a

Pressure

AreaUsed/AreaTotal

0.13 0.36 0.57 0.27 0.22 0.34

1.10E+05

0.15

Highest Area
Fraction
0.10 0.05 0.66 0.12 0.15 0.37

5.04E+04

0.80

9.16E+04

0.72

Highest
Pressure

Balanced

b

kk

m

i

j

0.18 0.05 0.60 0.12 0.10 0.41

The respective geometries that each solution represents are shown in Figure 5.7.
The top cell represents the maximized area fraction case, while the middle cell results in
the highest contact pressure given the same boundary conditions. The cell at the bottom
is about midway between the two solutions in that it achieves relatively high contact
pressure and a high area fraction.
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Figure 5.7: T-shape cells from abbreviated optimization corresponding to the indicated
points in Figure 5.6.
The cell with high contact pressure has lower TCR than the other cell, but it gains
more thermal resistance due to its geometry than it decreased in TCR. On the other hand,
the cell with a high fraction of the total area in used has lower bulk resistance but higher
TCR. A design between these two extremes should exhibit the best thermal conductivity.
For comparison, the effective conductivities of each of the above three cells for the
thermal loading in the optimization procedure is given in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6: T-shape cell effective conductivity
Pressure

Area

Highest
Pressure

1.10E+05

0.15

Highest Area
Fraction

5.04E+04

0.80

Balanced

9.16E+04

0.72

keff
25

67

60
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It appears that if material properties and contact surface properties are held
constant, there is a larger improvement to conductivity by increasing the material fraction
(and by association the contact area) than there is by increasing contact pressure.

5.4 Summary
The results of the parallel-path cell and an abbreviated optimization of the Tshape cell were presented. Overall, it appears that if TCC0 and β can be made to have
relatively high values, then the optimal stress-limited design is a short cell with a
reference temperature that can be close to the switch temperature. In order to get high
effective conductivity values as TCC0 and β are decreased, the cell height must be
increased and the reference temperature decreased further below the switch temperature.
With the current formulation, it was impractical to run many simulations of Tshape cell and thus the solution set discussed here was not the converged Pareto set.
However, by comparing three solutions from different parts of the solution space, it
appeared that achieving a larger contact area has a greater effect on effective conductivity
than choosing a design that generates larger contact pressure. An alternate optimization
formulation that would be more practical for the T-shape cell might be to apply a uniform
temperature change to the structure and optimize for maximum contact pressure and
contact area. The limitation on this approach is that it would not provide direct
information about the effective conductivity of the structure and would not provide full
insight into the TCR and material properties needed.
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Chapter 6

Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations for Future Work

6.1 Summary and Conclusions
The work presented in this thesis characterized a structural thermal switch that
uses a compliant structural cell with an internal contact interface. The cell was found to
provide a continuous range of effective conductivity, rather than a discrete switch
between two distinct conductivities. A passive system composed of a repeated array of
structural cells would adjust automatically to the immediate environment to control the
flow of thermal energy in an advantageous manner. The analysis of the structural
thermal switch cell was done with the aid of two computer programs, ANSYS and
MATLAB.
The results give some observations that could aid in future designs. First, the
highest-flux case should be used in analysis because it will demonstrate the system’s
worst ability to create a low-conductivity mode. The height of a cell is a critical design
variable because high effective conductivity is easier to attain when a larger volume of
the high conductivity base material is used. However, there is a tradeoff between cell
height and the change in effective conductivity. A larger cell height helps achieve a
higher conductivity by controlling a higher percentage of the system’s total thermal
resistance. In other words, the bulk resistance is larger than the contact resistance. When
this is the case, any change in TCR affects the overall system response less than if TCR
made up a larger percentage of the total resistance. Thus the system is more sensitive to
changes in temperature and pressure when the cell height is smaller and the bulk material
resistance is smaller. Micro- scale structures may therefore take better advantage of the
changing TCR, assuming the contact parameters TCC0 and β can be made large enough.
Defining the reference temperature at which there is essentially zero contact gap
may be easier to realize than attempting to create a precise contact gap, and amounts to
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the same thing in terms of performance. The reference temperature for thermal
expansion is another important design variable that should be set somewhere in the
operational temperature range of the electronics box, but lower than the switch
temperature, in order to achieve a better switch to the low-conductivity mode. This is
because the structure should expand to create contact pressure when the temperature rises
above the reference temperature and contract such that a contact gap increases at lower
temperatures. The choice of Tref sets the location of the response within the temperature
range but does not change the response itself.
The optimum settings of several parameters are clear and do not require
optimization: the khigh value of the metallic material should be as high as possible, and the
klow value of the ceramic material should be low as possible to achieve the best switch for
a given geomtry. The low-CTE value should be low, zero or negative, while the highCTE value should be relatively high compared to the low-CTE value.
Designing for the critical performance point (i.e. the switch-point) is the key to
good performance, after which the hottest-case and coldest-case loading conditions must
be examined. Setting Tsink = Thot constitutes the hottest-case scenario and reveals the
maximum temperature that is reached by the system. This boundary loading case must
be checked to ensure that the maximum temperature does not exceed the electronic box’s
hot operation temperature limit. Lastly, the case of Tsink = Tlow must be analyzed to
examine the behavior of the structure at temperatures below that of the operation
temperature range of the electronics.
Parameter studies of the T-shaped cell over different boundary loading
combinations show the cells ability to significantly change its effective conductivity. As
the electronics begin to cool off, the effective conductivity of the system decreases to
further impede heat transfer, demonstrating the self-adaptive response for the cell to
become more insulating at lower temperatures. The absolute values of the results may be
inaccurate because of the coarse mesh. However, mesh convergence analysis, detailed in
Appendix B, showed that the coarse mesh tended to produce results that underestimated
the effective conductivity. If that is indeed the case, then an effective conductivity of
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greater than 300 W/mK at the switchpoint temperature, using a material with bulk
conductivity of 385 W/mK, is very promising.
The results of optimization of the parallel-path cell indicated that if TCC0 and β
can be made to have relatively high values, then the optimal stress-limited design is a
short cell with a reference temperature that is close to the switch temperature. In order to
get high effective conductivity values as TCC0 and β are decreased, the cell height must
be increased and the reference temperature decreased further below the switch
temperature. It appeared that achieving a larger contact area has a greater affect on
effective conductivity than choosing a design that generates larger contact pressure.

6.2 Recommendations for Future Work
Insights and observations have been made to set the groundwork for significant
future work in design, optimization, and fabrication of a thermal switch.

High Conductivity Materials
The switch is only able to create a high-conductivity mode less than or equal to
the conductivity of its constituent materials. Therefore, creating high-conductivity bulk
material is important. Our collaborators on this project, who are also involved in the LMRIF processing, are currently working on creating high conductivity structures using
nano-particles of copper.
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Fabrication and Surface Materials
An important aspect of fabrication is how to assemble a bi-material cell when the
materials have different processing temperatures. The next step would be to decide how
to arrange and connect an array of compliant cells into a form that could form a 3D plate.
Advanced surface materials such as nano-particle diamond film or aligned carbon
nano-tubes (CNTs) could be investigated, as well as how to deposit them on the
appropriate surfaces in a 2D or 3D cell. The effects of a surface coating on the effective
thermal conductivity would need to be added to any FEA model.

3D Cell
Figure 6.1 shows the T-shape cell partially expanded around the central ceramic
pillar. This increases the fraction of high-k contact area relative to available area, which
could increase the switch ratio and achieve a higher effective conductivity. Fabrication
techniques for 3D compliant cells could be part of future research. Another aspect of
fabrication is how to assemble a 2D or 3D bi-material cell when the materials have
different processing temperatures.

Figure 6.1: Steady state temperature distribution through a T-shape cell, expanded about
central axis
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Optimization
The results described herein should be verified and checked. The finite element
edge length was chosen because it showed good agreement with the analytical solutions
for the rod-like geometry and a mesh convergence study confirmed the value as
appropriate. However, a mesh study conducted after all data was gathered failed to
converge at the set edge length. A smaller length on the order of 0.05mm was needed for
the mesh to converge. The analyses in Chapter 4 and the T-shape cell section of Chapter
5 may be inaccurate and should be re-done with the smaller mesh size.
Optimization of the T-shaped cell must be re-formatted so that it can run many
generations with a large search population and a very fine mesh. One possibility that
could be solved in the steady-state regime is optimizing a shape for an objective function
of high contact pressure and large contact area, when a uniform temperature change is
applied.

Smart Materials
Displacement of interior contact surfaces is shown to be very small, less than 10
microns, so smooth surfaces and precise fabrication are needed to actualize this concept.
Another option that merits investigation is the use of Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs) that
exhibit very high effective strains and respond passively to the thermal environment. The
hysteresis of the SMA would need to cover a relatively narrow temperature range.
Another route might be to investigate non-passive systems that use, for example,
piezoelectric actuation to increase contact pressure and increase the separation gap. This
approach might prove to use less power and mass, and be less risky than the current
system of makeup heaters.
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Experiments and Testing
Thermal control aims to maintain equipment integrity over long periods of time
and over the operating phases of a mission, so future work to develop this concept would
need to experimentally demonstrate that the thermal deformations are reversible and can
cycle over the changing temperatures without the performance degrading. Experimental
testing to validate the FEA models should also be performed, and after that the FEA
model should be updated to increase the fidelity of the simulation.

6.3 Closing Statement
Thermal management of electronic devices is a primary concern in spacecraft
systems. Ineffective dissipation of thermal energy leads to a device’s temperature
exceeding its allowable hot or cold limit. Exceeding those limits is a threat to a device’s
performance, life cycle, and reliability. Single-mode cooling methods are highly
effective when the device is run at a constant power level and the thermal environment is
relatively unchanging. Stabilizing a device’s temperature becomes a challenge when the
operational mode and/or thermal environment fluctuate considerably, as happens in
spacecraft systems.
Self-adaptive thermal control elements could act as an adaptable valve for thermal
energy flow through the spacecraft system. The structural thermal switch concept
described in this thesis is capable of transforming passively through a range of effective
thermal conductivities. The system behaves as a passive feedback system to keep
temperatures low when the thermal environment is hot, and to keep temperatures high
when the thermal environment is cold. By reacting quickly to the immediate
environment the thermal switch would be able to stabilize the temperature of heatemitting modulus even when the environment changes considerably.
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Appendix A:

Thermal Contact Resistance Model
Contacts are often analyzed by considering one surface to be an ideal flat plane
while the other surface is a combination of the two rough surface properties to make an
equivalent rough profile. As pressure is applied the asperities deform, elastically and
plastically. The many models available use lots of different assumptions about mode of
deformation and have a range of simplifying assumption. Experimental data has in
general shown that the actual area of contact, and the rate of heat conduction, appears to
be a power function of the applied normal pressure.
The metric Ra is the arithmetic average of the height of the peaks, measured from
a 2D profile and gives the deviations of the roughness profile from the mean line.

Ra =

1 n
∑ yi
n i =1

A similar common metric used is the RMS-roughness . Rrms =

1 n 2
∑ yi
n i =1

Figure A.1: Surface profiles reduced to idea and combination of characteristics
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Out-of-flatness effects are ignored in this thesis’s analysis, the surfaces are
assumed to be completely conforming. Two sources of thermal resistance occur in this
mechanical contact system: thermal constriction resistance (aka contact resistance) and
bulk material resistance.
Models differ in the way that the surfaces are characterized and whether elastic or
plastic deformation of asperities is occurring. The heat transfer method is most often
solved using the ‘flux tube’ solution [17] [19] [20].
The equation used in this analysis was developed by Antotelli based on
experimental data for common metal contacts. This is a compilation of geometry,
deformation, and constriction models. The general relation for contact conductance is
given below:

hc = 4200k s Ra
ks =

2k1k2
k1 + k 2

−0.257

P
 
H

0.95

Harmonic mean thermal conductivity [W/mK]

Ra = Ra12 + Ra 2 2

Combined average roughness [µ m]

H = Hardness of softer material [Pa]
P = applied normal pressure [Pa]

The relation tends to under-predict TCR as a function of pressure when the
harder of the two surfaces exhibits a micro-hardness that is significantly higher than most
metals [26]. This model was chosen for use in this thesis because it has been shown to be
fairly reliable for metal interfaces and it is a closed analytical expression that is easy to
incorporate into the larger engineering model. It has the additional benefit that it only
relies on the average roughness of the surface and does not include asperity slope like
other popular modules. Because the only variable in this equation is pressure, and the
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rest of the inputs are fixed with the material choice, the equations can thus be
generalized:

hc ( P ) = TCC 0 P β
and the constants β and TCC0 are used as design variables.
The power β is between 0 and 1, and this is supported by experimental data in
comparisons with many different models, which seem to have the same general behavior
no matter what materials are used (shape of line is the same type of curve) but which
differ in the slope.
One problem is that Antonetti’s model is only dependent on the hardness of the
softer material, but Ding et al. [27] showed that in a contact between two materials, soft =
stainless steel and hard = GFRP plastic, the model far over-predicted the TCC relation
with pressure, and the authors concluded that the hardness of the GFRP caused less
contact area than the model predicts, since the model is generally better at predicting
metal-metal contact. Thus, a better model probably needs to take into account both
materials’ hardness, as do some more detailed and unwieldy models.
For reference, the pertinent mechanical and thermal properties of common and
advanced surface materials that can be found in literature, and a selection of materials are
given in Table A.1. The way in which a surface is created and treated has an enormous
effect on its smoothness and hardness properties, even when the material is the same.
Specific types of common engineering treatments of surfaces result in characteristic
surface profiles, some smoother than others. A selection of common treatments’
roughness scales are given in Table A.2.
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Table A.1: Surface Materials*
Thermal

Young's

Conductivity

Modulus

Poisson

Vicker's

Material

[W/mK]

[GPa]

Ratio

Hardness

Diamond, synthetic

2000.00

800-925

0.20

1200-1800

749-953

0.07-0.2

Nanotubes

3000.00

1000

Tin

62.80

40

0.33

4

Gold

301

77

0.42

25

Silver

419

76

0.38

25

Diamond,
polycrystalline
Research grade
Bundled Carbon

*Compiled by Matweb.com
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Table A.2: Surface roughness ranges for common engineering processes.

General Guidelines for Feasible Roughness Ra for Different
Processing Methods
Material removing or

roughness Ra in μm

separating operations

0.05 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.8 1.6 3.2 6.3

Milling

■

●

●

●

Reaming

■

●

●

♦

●

●

●

●

♦

■

■

●

●

●

●

♦

■

●

♦

●

Average

Grinding
Electrolytic Grinding

■

●

♦

Polishing

●

●

♦

13

♦

♦

●

♦

25

Non material removing
operations
Die Forging
■

Cold Rolling
Die Casting
■

Finer

♦

Rougher

source: Maryland Metrics
To reduce TCR with a surface treatment, a number of advanced materials have
recently appeared in the literature for low-pressure or high-precision contact applications.
Aligned carbon nano-tubes (CNTs) have been shown to dramatically increase TCC
between solid surfaces, though the method of growing the CNTs on different surfaces is a
problem that must be investigated [37]. Thin nano-crystaline diamond films have also
been proposed as a thermal surface treatment because of the high thermal conductivity of
diamond, as well as the extremely flat surface that can be achieved [38].
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Appendix B:

Mesh Convergence
A mesh-convergence study was conducted on the T-shaped cell after results have
been gathered and assembled. A cell height of 0.01m was used. The mesh was defined
by setting a value for the length of a quadrilateral element along every line that defined
an area. This mesh-size value was varied between the value used in the analysis,
0.0005m, to ¼ the original size. To track the mesh convergence, the top-side
temperature, contact pressure, and effective conductivity were pulled from the results or
calculated. All showed a similar convergence slope. The solution reached an okay level
of convergence when the element edge length was 0.0005m. However, the version of
ANSYS that was available for this thesis was not able to generate enough elements to fill
the geometry when the mesh size was this small. A half-cell with a symmetric boundary
was used to reduce the number of elements and increase run-time.
The element length sizes are given in Table B.1, and the results of the mesh
convergence study are shown in Figures B.1 – B.3.
Table B.1: Mesh convergence element edge length sizes
Element Edge Sizes [m]
5.0E-04

2.0E-04

1.0E-04

5.0E-05

2.5E-05

2.0E-05

Tempearture [K]
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248.5
248
247.5
247
246.5
246
245.5
245
244.5
5E-06

5E-05

0.0005

Element Edge Length [m]
Figure B.1: Top-side temperature, mesh size convergence

Contact Pressure [Pa]

3.50E+06
3.00E+06
2.50E+06
2.00E+06
1.50E+06
1.00E+06
5.00E+05
0.00E+00
5E-06

5E-05

0.0005

Element Edge Length [m]
Figure B.2: Contact pressure, mesh size convergence
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Effective Thermal
Conductivity [W/mK]

120
100
80
60
40
20
0
5E-06

5E-05

0.0005

Element Edge Length [m]
Figure B.3: Effective conductivity, mesh size convergence
In general, the larger mesh tends to under-predict the steady-state contact
pressure, effective conductivity, and top-side temperature. Good convergence was
reached when the element edge length was about 0.00005m, or 0.05mm. For visual
comparison, a meshed cell with an element edge length of 0.0001 compared to 0.0005 is
shown in Figure B.4.

Figure B.4: Coarse (edge = 0.0005m) and fine (edge = 0.0001m) meshed T-shaped cell
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Appendix C:

Computer Codes

C.1 T-Shape Cell Input Text File for ANSYS
/CWD,/gpfs/home/rls451/work/AFOSR/Tcell
/FILNAME,Tcell,0
/TITLE,InitialAnalysis

!turns of date and time
/PLOPTS,DATE,0
!turns off triad
/triad,off
! set type of analysis being used, structure/thermal/combination
KEYW,PR_SET,1
KEYW,PR_STRUC,1
KEYW,PR_THERM,1

!---------------------- ENTER PRE-PROCESSOR ------------------------/PREP7

! enters the model creation preprocessor

!--------------------- VARIABLE SETUP -------------------------------
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!creates table for TCC vs Pressure and reads variable from text file
*DIM,CONDUCTANCE,table,1000,1,1,PRESSURE !Table, 11 rows, 2 columnes, 1 plane
CONDUCTANCE(0,1)=1
*TREAD,CONDUCTANCE,/gpfs/home/rls451/work/AFOSR/Tcell/TCC,txt

!reads variable from text file for geometry inputs
*DIM,inputs,table,20,1,1
inputs(0,1)=1
*TREAD,inputs,/gpfs/home/rls451/work/AFOSR/Tcell/inputs,txt

!assigns variables: gap1, gap2, H, D, E, offset
!
gap1 = inputs(8),
gap2 = inputs(9),
H=

inputs(10),

!height of cell minus bottom plate

D=

inputs(11),

!width of total cell

E=

inputs(12),

!height of bottom plate

*SET,offset,0.0001,
!
!
Tbot =
qin =

inputs(5),
inputs(4),

Tint = inputs(20),
Trefe = inputs(7),
TimeTot = inputs(1),
Tstep = inputs(2),
mesh = inputs(3),
Tswitch = inputs(6),
!
!Dependents: b, a, c, kk, m, i, j
!
b = inputs(14),
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B = b*D,

!gap between center pillar and each contactor

a = inputs(13),
A = a*D,
c = inputs(15),
C = c*A,
P = H-E-gap2,
kk = inputs(16),
K = kk*P,
m = inputs(17),
M = m*P,
i = inputs(18),
I = i*H,
j = inputs(19),
J= j*H,
!
!
!--------------------- END VARIABLE SETUP -------------!------------------GEOMETRY SETUP ---------------------!build keypoints, units are in milimeters
K,1,-D/2,0,
K,2,D/2,0,
K,3,D/2,E,
K,4,A/2,E,
K,5,-A/2,E,
K,6,-D/2,E,
!
K,7,A/2,E,
K,8,-A/2,E,
K,9,-A/2,(E+K),
K,10,-C/2,(E+K),
K,11,-C/2,(E+K+M),
K,12,-A/2,(E+K+M),
K,13,-A/2,(E+P),
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K,14,A/2,(E+P),
K,15,A/2,(E+K+M),
K,16,C/2,(E+K+M),
K,17,C/2,(E+K),
K,18,A/2,(E+K),
!
K,19,-D/2,

(E+gap1),

K,20,-((A/2)+B), (E+gap1),
K,21,-((A/2)+B), (E+I),
K,22,-(A/2+offset), (E+K),
K,23,-C/2,

(E+K),

K,24,-C/2,

(E+K+M),

K,25,-(A/2+offset), (E+K+M),
K,26,-((A/2)+B),(E+I+J),
K,27,-((A/2)+B),(E+H),
K,38,-D/2,(E+H),
K,28,((A/2)+B),(E+H),
K,29,((A/2)+B),(E+I+J),
K,30,(A/2+offset), (E+K+M),
K,31,C/2,

(E+K+M),

K,32,C/2,

(E+K),

K,33,(A/2+offset), (E+K),
K,34,((A/2)+B), (E+I),
K,35,((A/2)+B), (E+gap1),
K,36,D/2,

(E+gap1),

K,37,D/2,(E+H),
K,55,-((A/2)+B), (H),
K,56,((A/2)+B), (H),
K,57,-((A/2)+B), (E+H),
K,58,((A/2)+B), (E+H),
!
!connect the lines
!baseplate
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LSTR,1,2

!1 = bottom boundary

LSTR,2,3
LSTR,3,4

!3 = target of open contact right side

LSTR,4,5

!4 = target of bonded contact pillar

LSTR,5,6

!5 = target of open contact left side

LSTR,6,1
!
!center pillar
LSTR,7,8

!7 = contact of bonded contact pillar

LSTR,8,9
LSTR,9,10 !9 = target of bonded interior contact
LSTR,10,11 !10 = target of bonded interior contact
LSTR,11,12 !11 = target of bonded interior contact
LSTR,12,13
LSTR,13,14 !13 = contact of open contact top
LSTR,14,15
LSTR,15,16 !15 = target of bonded interior contact
LSTR,16,17 !16 = target of bonded interior contact
LSTR,17,18 !17 = target of bonded interior contact
LSTR,18,7
!
!left side
LSTR,19,20

!19 = contact of open contact left side

LSTR,20,21
LSTR,21,22
LSTR,22,23

!22 = contact of bonded interior contact

LSTR,23,24

!23 = contact of bonded interior contact

LSTR,24,25

!24 = contact of bonded interior contact

LSTR,25,26
LSTR,26,27
LSTR,27,38
LSTR,38,19
!

!38 = left boundary
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!right side
LSTR,28,29
LSTR,29,30
LSTR,30,31

!30 = contact of bonded interior contact

LSTR,31,32

!31 = contact of bonded interior contact

LSTR,32,33

!32 = contact of bonded interior contact

LSTR,33,34
LSTR,34,35
LSTR,35,36

!35 = contact of open contact right side

LSTR,36,37

!36 = right boundary

LSTR,37,28

!37 = top boundary

!
!hat
LSTR,55,57
LSTR,57,58
LSTR,58,56
LSTR,56,55
!
!create inner area from original set, there are 2 pieces
FLST,2,6,4,ORDE,2

!baseplate

FITEM,2,1
FITEM,2,-6,
AL,P51X
!
FLST,2,12,4,ORDE,2

!pillar

FITEM,2,7
FITEM,2,-18,
AL,P51X
!
FLST,2,10,4,ORDE,2
FITEM,2,19
FITEM,2,-28,
AL,P51X

!left hat
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!
FLST,2,10,4,ORDE,2

!right hat

FITEM,2,29
FITEM,2,-38
AL,P51X
!
FLST,2,4,4,ORDE,2 !center hat
FITEM,2,39
FITEM,2,-42
AL,P51X
!
FLST,2,3,5,ORDE,2
FITEM,2,3
FITEM,2,-5
AADD,P51X
!
!--------------------- END GEOMETRY SETUP ----------------! --- BEGIN MATERIAL DEFINITION ---------------------------!
!2 = copper
MPTEMP,1,0
MPDATA,EX,2,,110E9
MPDATA,PRXY,2,,0.343
MPDATA,ALPX,2,,16.4E-6
MPDATA,KXX,2,,385
MPDATA,C,2,,385
MPDATA,DENS,2,,8930
UIMP,1,REFT,,,Trefe
!
!1 = ceramic
MPTEMP,1,0
MPDATA,EX,1,,110E9
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,0.343
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MPDATA,ALPX,1,,8.4E-6
MPDATA,KXX,1,,10
MPDATA,C,1,,525
MPDATA,DENS,1,,5750
UIMP,1,REFT,,,Trefe
!
!------------------------- END MATERIAL DEFINITION ------------------------------! --- BEGIN ELEMENT DEFINITIONS AND MATERIAL APPOINTMENTS -!set element type and special options
ET,1,PLANE223 !coupled 2D element with unit thickness
KEYOPT,1,1,11
KEYOPT,1,2,1
KEYOPT,1,3,0
!
ASEL,S,AREA,,1
AATT,2,,1,0,
!
ASEL,S,AREA,,2
AATT,1,,1,0,
!
ASEL,S,AREA,,6
AATT,2,,1,0,
!
ALLSEL,ALL
!
!shape of the discretization
MSHAPE,0,2D
MSHKEY,0
!
!tell everything to be 1mm elements, then re-define the contacts to be smaller
LESIZE,ALL,mesh, , , ,1, , ,1,
!
!connecting areas to different command fields
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FLST,2,3,5,ORDE,2

!Nfield command field, # of items in pick list, type 5 = area, ORDE (order is

important), length of list
FITEM,2,1

!Nfield, entity number picked

FITEM,2,-6

!Nfield, negative number is used to indicate a range of entities (in this case, areas

numbered from 1 (previous pick) "up to 2")
AMESH,all

! meshes everything

ALLSEL,ALL
!
! --- END ELEMENT DEFINITIONS AND MATERIAL APPOINTMENTS ----!-------------- CONTACT ELEMENT SETUP ------------------------------------------! CONTACT PAIR CREATION - START
CM,_NODECM,NODE !group all types of geometries together in each category
CM,_ELEMCM,ELEM
CM,_KPCM,KP
CM,_LINECM,LINE
CM,_AREACM,AREA
CM,_VOLUCM,VOLU
MP,MU,1,0.3
MAT,1

!sets the element material attribute pointer

!
!create goal open/closing contact pair, left and right sides -- real contstant set 3
R,3
REAL,3
ET,32,169

!defines real constant set
!sets the element real constant set attribute pointer
!TARGET element, element type 2, associated with real constant set 3 by the REAL,3

command
ET,33,172

!CONTACT element, element type 3, associated with real constant set 3 by the REAL,3

command
KEYOPT,33,1,1 !degrees of freedom are UX,UY,TEMP
KEYOPT,33,4,0 !this did = 0 but i changed it
KEYOPT,33,5,0 !3 = closes the gap at start of simulation,
KEYOPT,33,6,1
KEYOPT,33,7,2
KEYOPT,33,9,3

!include (1=exclude) initial penetration/gap and offset
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KEYOPT,33,10,1

!contact stiffness 2 = update - each iteration

KEYOPT,33,11,1
KEYOPT,33,12,1
*SET,FKN , 0.25
*SET,FTOL , .5

!standard (=6 is bonded initial) (2=rough)
!normal penalty stiffness factor
!penetration tolerance

*SET,PINB , 0.1
R,3,,,FKN, FTOL,,PINB
RMORE,,,,,,,
RMORE,,%CONDUCTANCE%,,,,,

! Generate the target surface
LSEL,S,,,5

!select line that contains the target surface

LSEL,A,,,3
CM,TARGET1L,LINE !create component "_Target"
TYPE,32

!sets the element type attribute pointer

NSLL,S,1

!select nodes associated with the line, s=select new set(default), 1 = select all nodes

associated (interior AND at endpoint keypoints)
ESLN,S,0

!select elements which have any nodes in the currently-selected set of nodes,s=new

set,0=select element if ANY of its nodes are in the select node set (default)
ESURF

!generates elements overlaid on the free faces of existing elements

!
ALLSEL,ALL
! Generate the contact surface
LSEL,S,,,19
LSEL,A,,,36
CM,CONTACT1L,LINE
Type,33
NSLL,S,1
ESLN,S,0
ESURF
!
!CNCHECK
ALLSEL,ALL

!check the status of the contact/target pair
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!
!create bonded pillar contact center -- real constant set 6
!
R,6

!defines real constant set

REAL,6

!sets the element real constant set attribute pointer

ET,62,169

!TARGET element, element type 2, associated with real constant set 3 by the REAL,3

command
ET,63,172

!CONTACT element, element type 4, associated with real constant set 4 by the REAL,4

command
KEYOPT,63,1,1 !degrees of freedom are UX,UY,TEMP
KEYOPT,63,5,3 !closes the gap at start of simulation
KEYOPT,63,6,2
KEYOPT,63,7,1
KEYOPT,63,8,2
KEYOPT,63,9,1

!include (1=exclude) initial penetration/gap and offset

KEYOPT,63,10,1

!contact stiffness update - each iteration

KEYOPT,63,11,1
KEYOPT,63,12,5

!bonded always (=6 is bonded initial)

*SET,FKN , 0.5

!normal penalty stiffness factor

*SET,FTOL , .2

!penetration tolerance

*SET,TCC , 10000

!constant contact conductance value

*SET,PINB , 0.075
R,6,,,FKN, FTOL,,PINB
RMORE,,,,0,,,
RMORE,,TCC,,,,,

!constant value

!
! Generate the target surface
LSEL,S,,,4

!select line(s) that contain(s) the target surface

CM,TARGET2C,LINE !create component "_Target"
TYPE,62

!sets the element type attribute pointer

NSLL,S,1

!select nodes associated with the line, s=select new set(default), 1 = select all nodes

associated (interior AND at endpoint keypoints)
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ESLN,S,0

!select elements which have any nodes in the currently-selected set of nodes,s=new

set,0=select element if ANY of its nodes are in the select node set (default)
ESURF

!generates elements overlaid on the free faces of existing elements

!
! Generate the contact surface
LSEL,S,,,7
CM,CONTACT2C,LINE
Type,63
NSLL,S,1
ESLN,S,0
ESURF
!
!CNCHECK

!check the status of the contact/target pair

ALLSEL,ALL
!
!create bonded interior contacts -- real constant set 7
!
R,7
REAL,7
ET,72,169

!defines real constant set
!sets the element real constant set attribute pointer
!TARGET element, element type 2, associated with real constant set 3 by the REAL,3

command
ET,73,172

!CONTACT element, element type 4, associated with real constant set 4 by the REAL,4

command
KEYOPT,73,1,1 !degrees of freedom are UX,UY,TEMP
KEYOPT,73,5,3 !closes the gap at start of simulation
KEYOPT,73,6,2
KEYOPT,73,7,1
KEYOPT,73,8,2
KEYOPT,73,9,1

!include (1=exclude) initial penetration/gap and offset

KEYOPT,73,10,1

!contact stiffness update - each iteration

KEYOPT,73,11,1
KEYOPT,73,12,4
*SET,FKN , 0.1

!bonded always (=6 is bonded initial)
!normal penalty stiffness factor
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*SET,FTOL , .2

!penetration tolerance

*SET,TCC , 10000

!constant contact conductance value

*SET,PINB , 0.075
R,7,,,FKN, FTOL,,PINB
RMORE,,,,0,,,
RMORE,,TCC,,,,,

!constant value

!
! Generate the target surface
LSEL,S,,,9

!select line(s) that contain(s) the target surface

LSEL,A,,,10
LSEL,A,,,11
LSEL,A,,,15
LSEL,A,,,16
LSEL,A,,,17
CM,TARGET2I,LINE !create component "_Target"
TYPE,72

!sets the element type attribute pointer

NSLL,S,1

!select nodes associated with the line, s=select new set(default), 1 = select all nodes

associated (interior AND at endpoint keypoints)
ESLN,S,0

!select elements which have any nodes in the currently-selected set of nodes,s=new

set,0=select element if ANY of its nodes are in the select node set (default)
ESURF

!generates elements overlaid on the free faces of existing elements

!
! Generate the contact surface
LSEL,S,,,22
LSEL,A,,,23
LSEL,A,,,24
LSEL,A,,,31
LSEL,A,,,32
LSEL,A,,,33
CM,CONTACT2I,LINE
Type,73
NSLL,S,1
ESLN,S,0
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ESURF
!
!CNCHECK

!check the status of the contact/target pair

ALLSEL,ALL
!
!----------------------------------------------------------------------------!create top-surface elements group
NSEL,S,LOC,Y,H+E
CM,TopSurf,NODE
*GET,NtCOUNT,node,,num,max
ALLSEL,ALL
!
!create contact-elements group
ESEL,S,TYPE,,33
CM,Contacts,ELEM
*GET,ECOUNTa,elem,,num,max
ALLSEL,ALL
!
!create all-contact-elements group
ESEL,S,TYPE,,33
ESEL,A,TYPE,,63
CM,AllContacts,ELEM
*GET,ECOUNT1,elem,,num,max
ALLSEL,ALL
!
!create pillar-contact-elements group
ESEL,S,TYPE,,63
CM,PillarContacts,ELEM
*GET,ECOUNT2,elem,,num,max
ALLSEL,ALL
!
!create area-element group
ESEL,S,TYPE,,1
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CM,AreaElems,ELEM
*GET,ECOUNT3,elem,,num,max
ALLSEL,ALL
!
!-------------- END CONTACT ELEMENT SETUP -----------------------------------!-------------------- Mechanical BOUNDARY AND LOAD SETUP -----------------! left-side and right-side lower/upper boundary lines, Ux constrained
FLST,2,4,4,ORDE,4
FITEM,2,2
FITEM,2,6
FITEM,2,28
FITEM,2,37
DL,P51X, ,UX,0,
!
! lower boundary line, Uy constrained
FLST,2,1,4,ORDE,1
FITEM,2,1
DL,P51X, ,UY,0,
!
!! Uy constrained
!FLST,2,4,4,ORDE,4
!FITEM,2,1
!FITEM,2,27
!FITEM,2,38
!FITEM,2,44
!DL,P51X, ,UY,0,
!
!-------------------- END Mechanical BOUNDARY AND LOAD SETUP ----------FINISH
/SOL
!-------------------- LOAD STEP ONE --------------------FLST,2,3,5,ORDE,3
FITEM,2,1
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FITEM,2,2
FITEM,2,6
!DA,P51X,TEMP,Tswitch
DA,P51X,TEMP,Trefe
!
ALLSEL,ALL
!CNCHECK
!
!set analysis type
SOLCONTOL,ON,ON !this must be called before solution
ANTYPE,4,NEW !transient solution
!TUNIF,Tswitch,

!initial temperature throughout structure

TUNIF,Trefe,
TREF,Trefe,

!reference temperature for thermal expansion

OUTRES,ALL,ALL,
!
TIME,0.1

!total time seconds

AUTOTS,0
DELTIM,0.1 !time step size
KBC,1
TSRES,ERASE
!
SOLVE
!
FLST,2,3,5,ORDE,3
FITEM,2,1
FITEM,2,-2
FITEM,2,6
DADELE,P51X,TEMP
!---------------------- LOAD STEP TWO ----------------!
!apply bottom prescribed heat sink temp
FLST,2,1,4,ORDE,1
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FITEM,2,1
DL,P51X, ,TEMP,Tbot,1
!
!apply top prescribed heat flux
FLST,2,3,4,ORDE,3
FITEM,2,27
FITEM,2,38
FITEM,2,44
SFL,P51x,HFLUX,qin

!this is a heat flux

ALLSEL,ALL
!CNCHECK
!
!set analysis type
SOLCONTOL,ON,ON !this must be called before solution
ANTYPE,4,NEW !transient solution
!TUNIF,Tswitch,
TREF,Trefe,

!initial temperature throughout structure

!reference temperature for thermal expansion

OUTRES,ALL,ALL,
!
TIME, TimeTot !total time seconds
AUTOTS,0
DELTIM, Tstep

!time step size

KBC,1
TSRES,ERASE
!
SOLVE
!
/plopts,leg1,off
/plopts,frame,off
/plopts,title,off
!
!---------------------END ENTER SOLUTION PROCESSOR ----------------
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!-------------------- ENTER POST PROCESSING ---------------------! steady-state post-process
FINISH
/POST1
!
SET,,,1, ,TimeTot, ,
!SET,,,1, ,1, ,
!
CMSEL,S,AllContacts
!!SET,,,1, ,TimeTot, ,
ETABLE,AllContFlux,CONT,FLUX
!
CMSEL,S,PillarContacts
!!SET,,,1, ,TimeTot, ,
ETABLE,PillarContPress,CONT,PRES
!
CMSEL,S,Contacts
!SET,,,1, ,TimeTot, ,
ETABLE,ContPress,CONT,PRES
!
CMSEL,S,AreaElems
!!SET,,,1,,,,
ETABLE,Areas,VOLU,
!
! pull out temperatures on the top surface
ALLSEL,ALL
CMSEL,S,TopSurf
*del,NMASK
*del,NARRAY
*DIM,NMASK,array,NtCOUNT
*DIM,NARRAY,array,NtCOUNT,2
*VGET,NMASK(1),node,1,nsel
*VMASK,NMASK(1),
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*VGET,NARRAY(1,1),node,1,TEMP
*VFILL,NARRAY(1,2),ramp,1,1
*CFOPEN,TopTemp,txt
*TopTemp,NMASK(1)
*VWRITE,NARRAY(1,2),NARRAY(1,1)
(F10.0,tl1,' ',F10.2,' ')
*CFCLOS
!
! pull out areas
ALLSEL,ALL
CMSEL,S,AreaElems
!*GET,ECOUNT3,elem,,num,max
*del,EMASK3
*del,EARRAY3
*DIM,EMASK0,array,ECOUNT3
*DIM,EARRAY3,array,ECOUNT3,2
*VGET,EMASK3(1),elem,1,esel
*VMASK,EMASK3(1),
*VGET,EARRAY3(1,1),elem,1,etab,Areas
*VFILL,EARRAY3(1,2),ramp,1,1
*CFOPEN,areas,txt
*areas,EMASK3(1)
*VWRITE,EARRAY3(1,2),EARRAY3(1,1)
(F10.0,tl1,' ',F20.10,' ')
*CFCLOS
ALLSEL,ALL
!
! pull out pressure at pillar contact
ALLSEL,ALL
CMSEL,S,PillarContacts
!*GET,ECOUNT2,elem,,num,max
*del,EMASK2
*del,EARRAY2
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*DIM,EMASK2,array,ECOUNT2
*DIM,EARRAY2,array,ECOUNT2,2
*VGET,EMASK2(1),elem,1,esel
*VMASK,EMASK2(1),
*VGET,EARRAY2(1,1),elem,1,etab,PillarContPress
*VFILL,EARRAY2(1,2),ramp,1,1
*CFOPEN,PillarPres,txt
*PillarPres,EMASK2(1)
*VWRITE,EARRAY2(1,2),EARRAY2(1,1)
(F10.0,tl1,' ',F20.10,' ')
*CFCLOS
ALLSEL,ALL
!
! pull out pressure at contact
ALLSEL,ALL
CMSEL,S,Contacts
!*GET,ECOUNTa,elem,,num,max
*del,EMASKa
*del,EARRAYa
*DIM,EMASKa,array,ECOUNTa
*DIM,EARRAYa,array,ECOUNTa,2
*VGET,EMASKa(1),elem,1,esel
*VMASK,EMASKa(1),
*VGET,EARRAYa(1,1),elem,1,etab,ContPress
*VFILL,EARRAYa(1,2),ramp,1,1
*CFOPEN,ContPres,txt
*ContPres,EMASKa(1)
*VWRITE,EARRAYa(1,2),EARRAYa(1,1)
(F10.0,tl1,' ',F20.10,' ')
*CFCLOS
ALLSEL,ALL
!
! pull out contact heat fluxes perpendicular to primary heat flow
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ALLSEL,ALL
CMSEL,S,AllContacts
!*GET,ECOUNT3,elem,,num,max
*del,EMASK1
*del,EARRAY1
*DIM,EMASK1,array,ECOUNT1
*DIM,EARRAY1,array,ECOUNT1,2
*VGET,EMASK1(1),elem,1,esel
*VMASK,EMASK1(1),
*VGET,EARRAY1(1,1),elem,1,etab,AllContFlux
*VFILL,EARRAY1(1,2),ramp,1,1
*CFOPEN,AllFlux,txt
*AllFlux,EMASK1(1)
*VWRITE,EARRAY1(1,2),EARRAY1(1,1)
(F10.0,tl1,' ',F20.10,' ')
*CFCLOS
ALLSEL,ALL
!
!deletes file to signal MATLAB to continue running
/DELETE,TCC,txt
/DELETE,inputs,txt

!

C.2 T-Shape Cell MATLAB Optimization

C.2.1 Main
% optimization of Tcell geometry
clear all
close all
clc
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%

% Optimize for Boundary Conditions and Target Parameters
Ttbothigh = 300; % [230 310];
%heat sink temp
Ttbotlow = 233;
% Define setpoint parameters
ktarget = 180; %target for die-pressed aluminum
qinHigh = 50000; %W/m2 flux handled
qinLow = 3000;

%initialize
TimeTot = 10;
%total time to run
Tstep = 0.1;
%timestep size
mesh = 0.0005;
Qin = 50000;
Tsink = 300;
Tswitch = 300;
Tref = 300;
Tint = Tswitch;
TCC0 = 0.1;
power = 0.90;
gap1 = 0;
%contact gap at reference temperature
gap2 = 0.000001*100; %other gap
D = 0.01;
%width of cell -- set at 1cm
E = 0.0005; %bottom plate width -- set at 0.5mm
c = 0.35;
% set at 0.35
H = 0.005;
%height of cell, [0.0025:0.01]
P = H-E-gap2;
% Set properties and bounds -- optimizing geometry onlyfor steady-state
a =
b =
kk =
m =
i =
j =

[0.1 ,
0.25];
[0.05 ,
0.5];
[0.5 ,
0.9];
[0.1 ,
0.4];
[0.01 ,
0.9;
[0.01 ,
0.5];

%save all necessary values into an input vector
minvals = [a(1) b(1) kk(1) m(1) i(1) j(1) ];
maxvals = [a(2) b(2) kk(2) m(2) i(2) j(2) ];
numObjs = 2; %number of objectives
numVars = numel(minvals); %number of decision variables
%trial optimization
pop = 20;
gen = 30;
bounds = [minvals; maxvals];
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parallelInputs = [numObjs numVars TimeTot Tstep mesh Qin Tsink Tswitch
Tref Tint TCC0 power gap1 gap2 D E c H P];
nsga_2(pop,gen,parallelInputs,bounds)

C.2.2 Simulation Function Call
% optimizer for Tcell shape
function [ContactPressure, PillarContactPressure, totalFlux,
PercentArea, ContactArea] = TcellOpt(parallelInputs,decisionvariable)
%parallelInputs = [numObjs numVars TimeTot Tstep mesh Qin Tsink
Tswitch...
%
Tref Tint TCC0 power gap1 gap2 D E c H
P];
%
%
%
%
%

initialize
ContactPressure = 0;
PillarContactPressure = 0;
totalFlux = 0;
PercentArea = 0;

% Define setpoint/held parameters
TimeTot = parallelInputs(3);
Tstep = parallelInputs(4);
mesh = parallelInputs(5);
Qin = parallelInputs(6);
Tsink = parallelInputs(7);
Tswitch = parallelInputs(8);
Tref = parallelInputs(9);
Tint = parallelInputs(10);
TCC0 = parallelInputs(11);
power = parallelInputs(12);
gap1 = parallelInputs(13);
gap2 = parallelInputs(14);
D = parallelInputs(15);
E = parallelInputs(16);
c = parallelInputs(17);
H = parallelInputs(18);
P = parallelInputs(19);
%
%maxvals = [a(2) b(2) kk(2) m(2) i(2) j(2)];
%
%decision variables
a = decisionvariable(1);
b = decisionvariable(2);
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kk = decisionvariable(3);
m = decisionvariable(4);
i = decisionvariable(5);
j = decisionvariable(6);
%
count = 0;
% check geometry ONE
lmin = 0.001; %minimum leftover is 1mm
check1 = a+2*b;
if check1 > (1-lmin/D)
%change b to satisfy constraint
b = 0.5*((1-lmin/D)-a);
%
display('b was changed')
count=count+1;
end
% check geometry TWO
pmin = 0.0002;
check2 = kk+m;
if check2 > (1-pmin/P)
%change kk to satisfy constraint
kk = (1-pmin/P)-m;
%
display('kk was changed')
count=count+1;
end
% check geometry THREE
check3 = (i+j);
if check3 > 1
%change j to satisfy constraint
j = (1-i)/2;
%
display('j was changed')
count=count+1;
end
%
% only once all geometry constrains are met will the design be sent to
ANSYS
if count == 0
%set up geometry/boundary/initial inputs
nI = 20; %total number of geometry inputs
inp = zeros(nI,2);
for x = 1:nI
inp(x,1) = x;
end
inp(1,2) = TimeTot;
inp(2,2) = Tstep;
inp(3,2) = mesh;
inp(4,2) = Qin;
inp(5,2) = Tsink;
inp(6,2) = Tswitch;
inp(7,2) = Tref;
inp(8,2) = gap1;
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inp(9,2) = gap2;
inp(10,2) = H;
inp(11,2) = D;
inp(12,2) = E;
inp(13,2) = a;
inp(14,2) = b;
inp(15,2) = c;
inp(16,2) = kk;
inp(17,2) = m;
inp(18,2) = i;
inp(19,2) = j;
inp(20,2) = Tint;
dlmwrite('inputs.txt',inp,'delimiter','\t','precision',6,'newline','pc'
)
%set up TCC input
pp = 1E4:1E5:1E8;
%pressure points
tcc = zeros(numel(pp),2);
tcc(1,1) = 0;
tcc(1,2) = 0;
for y = 1:numel(pp)
tcc(y+1,1) = pp(y);
tcc(y+1,2) = TCC0*(pp(y))^power;
end
dlmwrite('TCC.txt',tcc,'delimiter','\t','precision',6,'newline','pc')
%
tic;
display('Running ANSYS')
! ansys140 <
!/gpfs/home/rls451/work/AFOSR/Tcell/TcellThesisloadsteps1step.txt >
/gpfs/home/rls451/work/AFOSR/Tcell/TcellResults;
while exist('inputs.txt','file')
pause(1)
end
display('ANSYS Done')
toc;
%}
%
%pull in data from text files and store
%
% TTemp = fopen('TopTemp.txt');
% TopTemp = fscanf(TTemp,'%g %g',[2,inf])';
% TopTemp(any(TopTemp==0,2),:) = [];
% TopTemp(:,1) = [];
% n = numel(TopTemp);
% sumn = sum(TopTemp);
% TopTempAvg = sumn/n;
CPres = fopen('PillarPres.txt');
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ContPress = fscanf(CPres,'%g %g',[2,inf])';
ContPress(any(ContPress==0,2),:) = [];
ContPress(:,1) = [];
m = numel(ContPress);
summ = sum(ContPress);
PillarContactPressure = summ/m;
CPres = fopen('ContPres.txt');
ContPress = fscanf(CPres,'%g %g',[2,inf])';
ContPress(any(ContPress==0,2),:) = [];
ContPress(:,1) = [];
m = numel(ContPress);
for u = 1:m
check = ContPress(u);
if check < 1
ContPress(u,:) = 0;
end
end
t = numel(ContPress);
sum1 = sum(ContPress);
ContactPressure = sum1/t;
CPres = fopen('AllFlux.txt');
ContPress = fscanf(CPres,'%g %g',[2,inf])';
ContPress(any(ContPress==0,2),:) = [];
ContPress(:,1) = [];
m = numel(ContPress);
avgf = sum(ContPress)/m;
totalFlux = avgf*((D-2*(b*D))/D);
CPres = fopen('areas.txt');
ContPress = fscanf(CPres,'%g %g',[2,inf])';
ContPress(any(ContPress==0,2),:) = [];
ContPress(:,1) = [];
areaUtilized = sum(ContPress);
AreaAvailable = H*D;
PercentArea = areaUtilized/AreaAvailable;
ContactArea = (1-(a+2*b)); %percent of cross-section allocated to
high-k path contact
% delete files so no overlap
fclose('all');
delete('TopTemp.txt')
delete('PillarPres.txt')
delete('ContPres.txt')
delete('AllFlux.txt')
delete('areas.txt')
checka = isnan(ContactPressure);
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checkb =
checkc =
checkd =
checke =
sumcheck

isnan(PillarContactPressure);
isnan(totalFlux);
isnan(PercentArea);
isnan(ContactArea);
= checka + checkb + checkc + checkd +checke;

if sumcheck > 0
ContactPressure = 10;
PillarContactPressure = (-1)*1*10^8;
totalFlux = (-1)*10;
PercentArea = 0.1;
ContactArea = 0;
end
else
ContactPressure = 10;
PillarContactPressure = (-1)*1*10^8;
totalFlux = (-1)*10;
PercentArea = 0.1;
ContactArea = 0;
%percent of cross-section allocated to high-k
path contact
End

C.2.3 Evaluate Objective Functions
%evaluate objective functions
decisionVars = x;
[r1, r2, r3, r4, r5] = TcellOpt(parallelInputs,decisionVars);
% [ContactPressure, PillarContactPressure, totalFlux, PercentArea,
ContactArea]
f(1) = (-1)*r1;
%maximization of contact pressure, comes in a
positive
%f(2) = (-1)*r2;
%minimization pillar pressure (tensile stress),
since it comes in as a negative number
% f(2) = r3;
%maximization, since it comes in as a negative
%f(3) = (-1)*r4;
%maximization, comes in a positive
%f(2) = ((0.7-r4)/(0.7-0))^2; %drive toward target, not absolute
maximize
f(2) = (-1)*r5;
%maximize the contact area %

C.3 T-Shape Cell Manual-Input File
clear all
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close all
clc
%initialize
TimeTot = 10;
Tstep = 0.1;
mesh = 0.0005;

%total time to run
%timestep size

Qin = 50000;
Tsink = 300;
Tswitch = 300;
Tref = 300;
Tint = Tswitch;
TCC0 = 0.1;
power = 0.85;
gap1 = 0;
%contact gap at reference temperature
gap2 = 0.000001*100; %other gap
H = 0.005;
%height of cell, [0.0025:0.01]
D = 0.01;
%width of cell -- set at 1cm
E = 0.0005; %bottom plate width -- set at 0.5mm
c = 0.35;
% set at 0.35
a = 0.133; %0.2;
% [0,1]
b = 0.33; %0.1;
% [0,1]
kk = 0.54; %0.7; % [0,1]
m = 0.15; %0.2;
% [0,1]
i = 0.257; %0.2;
% [0,1]
j = 0.285; %0.25; % [0,1]
P = H-E-gap2;
% check geometry ONE
lmin = 0.001; %minimum leftover is 1mm
check1 = a+2*b;
if check1 > (1-lmin/D)
%change b to satisfy constraint
b = 0.5*((1-lmin/D)-a);
display('b was changed')
end
% check geometry TWO
pmin = 0.0002;
check2 = kk+m;
if check2 > (1-pmin/P)
%change kk to satisfy constraint
kk = (1-pmin/P)-m;
display('kk was changed')
end
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% check geometry THREE
check3 = (i+j);
if check3 > 1
%change j to satisfy constraint
j = (1-i);
display('j was changed')
end
%
% only once all geometry constrains are met will the design be sent to
ANSYS
%
%set up geometry/boundary/initial inputs
nI = 20; %total number of geometry inputs
inp = zeros(nI,2);
for x = 1:nI
inp(x,1) = x;
end
inp(1,2) = TimeTot;
inp(2,2) = Tstep;
inp(3,2) = mesh;
inp(4,2) = Qin;
inp(5,2) = Tsink;
inp(6,2) = Tswitch;
inp(7,2) = Tref;
inp(8,2) = gap1;
inp(9,2) = gap2;
inp(10,2) = H;
inp(11,2) = D;
inp(12,2) = E;
inp(13,2) = a;
inp(14,2) = b;
inp(15,2) = c;
inp(16,2) = kk;
inp(17,2) = m;
inp(18,2) = i;
inp(19,2) = j;
inp(20,2) = Tint;
dlmwrite('inputs.txt',inp,'delimiter','\t','precision',6,'newline','pc'
)
% TCC input
pp = 1E4:1E5:1E8;
%pressure points
tcc = zeros(numel(pp),2);
tcc(1,1) = 0;
tcc(1,2) = 0;
for y = 1:numel(pp)
tcc(y+1,1) = pp(y);
tcc(y+1,2) = TCC0*(pp(y))^power;
end
dlmwrite('TCC.txt',tcc,'delimiter','\t','precision',6,'newline','pc')
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%
tic;
display('Running ANSYS')
! ansys140 <
/gpfs/home/rls451/work/AFOSR/Tcell/TcellThesisloadsteps1step.txt >
/gpfs/home/rls451/work/AFOSR/Tcell/TcellResults;
% ! ansys140 <
/gpfs/home/rls451/work/AFOSR/Tcell/TcellThesisloadsteps.txt >
/gpfs/home/rls451/work/AFOSR/Tcell/TcellResults;
% %input 'run' file is called 'TcellThesisloadsteps'
%this main file calls the otherinput files written in the side
%functions, and at the end deletes a file to signal matlab file to
continue
while exist('inputs.txt','file')
pause(1)
end
display('ANSYS Done')
toc;
%
%
% % pull in data from text files and store
TTemp = fopen('TopTemp.txt');
TopTemp = fscanf(TTemp,'%g %g',[2,inf])';
TopTemp(any(TopTemp==0,2),:) = [];
TopTemp(:,1) = [];
n = numel(TopTemp);
sumn = sum(TopTemp);
TopTempAvg = sumn/n
CPres = fopen('PillarPres.txt');
ContPress = fscanf(CPres,'%g %g',[2,inf])';
ContPress(any(ContPress==0,2),:) = [];
ContPress(:,1) = [];
m = numel(ContPress);
summ = sum(ContPress);
PillarContactPressure = summ/m
CPres = fopen('ContPres.txt');
ContPress = fscanf(CPres,'%g %g',[2,inf])';
ContPress(any(ContPress==0,2),:) = [];
ContPress(:,1) = [];
m = numel(ContPress);
for u = 1:m
check = ContPress(u);
if check < 1
ContPress(u,:) = 0;
end
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end
t = numel(ContPress);
sum1 = sum(ContPress);
ContactPressure = sum1/t
CPres = fopen('AllFlux.txt');
ContPress = fscanf(CPres,'%g %g',[2,inf])';
ContPress(any(ContPress==0,2),:) = [];
ContPress(:,1) = [];
m = numel(ContPress);
avgf = sum(ContPress)/m;
totalFlux = avgf*((D-2*(b*D))/D)

CPres = fopen('areas.txt');
ContPress = fscanf(CPres,'%g %g',[2,inf])';
ContPress(any(ContPress==0,2),:) = [];
ContPress(:,1) = [];
areaUtilized = sum(ContPress)
AreaAvailable = H*D
PercentArea = areaUtilized/AreaAvailable

C.4 Parallel-Path Cell MATLAB Optimization

C.4.1 Simulation Function Call
% parallel path optimization solver -- flux input
%
function [KeffSwitch, TensileHigh, PressHigh] =
parallelOptFlux1(parallelInputs,decisionvariable)
%parallelInputs = [numObjs numVars ktarget Tswitch qinHigh qinLow...
%
k1(2) k2(2) alpha1(2) alpha2(2) TCC0(2) power(2)...
%
Ttbotlow Ttbothigh Ttref(1) W HH(1) beta(1)];
%
% Define setpoint/held parameters
ktarget = parallelInputs(3);
Tswitch = parallelInputs(4);
qinhigh = parallelInputs(5);
%qinlow = parallelInputs(6);
W =
parallelInputs(16);
%Ttbothigh = parallelInputs(14);
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% Ttbotlow = parallelInputs(13);
k1 =
parallelInputs(7) ;
alpha1 = parallelInputs(9);
k2 =
parallelInputs(8);
alpha2 = parallelInputs(10);
%Ttref = parallelInputs(15);
TCC0 =
parallelInputs(11);
power = parallelInputs(12);
%H = parallelInputs(17)
%beta = parallelInputs(18)
%maxvals = [eta(2) HH(2) Ttref(2) TCC0(2) power(2)];
%decision variables
eta =
decisionvariable(1);
H =
decisionvariable(2);
Ttref = decisionvariable(3);
% TCC0
= decisionvariable(4);
% power = decisionvariable(5);
% k1 =
decisionvariable(6);
% k2 =
decisionvariable(7);
% alpha1 = decisionvariable(8);
% alpha2 = decisionvariable(9);
%% ANALYTICAL
%H = HH(1);
%beta = BB(j);
%k1 = eta(8)*ktarget + k2;
%Set other constants - assuming the materials are relatively hard, as
for a
%structural purpose
E1 =
100E9;
v1 =
0.3; %bulk poisson ratio
%E2 =
100E9;
%v2 =
0.3;
Estar1 = E1/(1-(v1^2));
%for use in bar expansion
%Estar2 = E2/(1-(v2^2));
w1 = eta*W; %high-k, high expansion cross-section
w2 = 0.5*W*(1-eta); %low-k, width of each symmetric cross-sections
%------------------------------------------------------------------%Set which case is being run, high or low mode
%run everything
c = 1;
Tbot = Tswitch;
Qin = qinhigh;

%highest sink temperature

%aboslute resistances
Rbulklow = H/(k2*w2);

% K/W

%low-k material path (L/kA)
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Rbulkhigh = H/(k1*w1);

%K/W

high-k material path

%effective resistances
TCR = 0.000000000001; %initiliaze [m2K/W]
Rseries = Rbulkhigh + TCR/w1;
Rinv = (1/Rseries) + 2*(1/Rbulklow); %[W/K]
Rall = 1/Rinv;
Rtotal = Rall*W; %[m2K/W] effective for cell 2D volume
Rbulktot = Rtotal;
%effective bbulk (since TCR = 0 initialize, this
is ideal
TCR = 0.1; %initiliaze [m2K/W]
Rseries = Rbulkhigh + TCR/w1;
Rinv = (1/Rseries) + 2*(1/Rbulklow); %[W/K]
Rall = 1/Rinv;
Rtotal = Rall*W; %[m2K/W] effective for cell 2D volume
T0 = Ttref;
Ttop = (Qin*(Rtotal))+Tbot;
resistance
T1 = Ttop; %initial guess

%this would be true if no contact

%find thermal displacement
x1 = 0; %position is normalized by overall length, so x=1 is at x=L
x2 = 1;
%low-k paths
T = @(x)Tbot+(Ttop-Tbot)*x;
%temperature distribution equation
integral = (quad(T,x1,x2)) ; %integral over temperature distribution,
should return average for 1D rod
delth2 = alpha2*H*(integral-T0); %thermal displacement in meters of
low-k (displacement (m))
%high-k paths
gap = 0.0; %contact gap at the current reference temperature
T = @(x)T1+(Ttop-T1)*x;
%temperature distribution equation
integral = quad(T,x1,x2);
%integral over temperature distribution,
should return average for 1D rod
delth1 = alpha1*(H-gap)*(integral-T0); %high-k displacement
%assume that both rods have same top temperature (this is an
%approximation considering they are connected somehow)
delthdiff = (H-gap+delth1)-(H+delth2); %this is the expansion that is
constrained by the low-expansion material
stress1 = (delthdiff/(H-delth2))*Estar1;
%mechanical stress in high-k
material
force1 = stress1*w1;
stress2 = -1*force1/w2;
%mechanical stress in each identical low-k
rods
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Papp = stress1; %(delth/H)*Estar;
TCC = TCC0*Papp^power;
TCR = 1/TCC; %[m2K/W]
%
Rinv = (1/(Rbulkhigh+TCR/w1)) + (1/Rbulklow); %[W/K]
Rseries = Rbulkhigh + TCR/w1;
Rinv = (1/Rseries) + 2*(1/Rbulklow); %[W/K]
Rall = 1/Rinv;
Rtotal = Rall*W; %[m2K/W] effective for cell 2D volume
Ttopnew = (Qin*Rtotal)+Tbot;
T1new = (-1)*((Qin*(H/k1))-Ttopnew);
%start looping
w = 1;
countMAX = 1000;
maxreached = 0; %initialized
count = 1;
while w == 1
T1 = T1new;
%re-initialize
Ttop = Ttopnew; %re-initialize
T = @(x)T1+(Ttop-Tbot)*x;
%temperature distribution equation
integral = quad(T,x1,x2);
%integral over temperature
distribution, should return average for 1D rod
delth2 = alpha2*H*(integral-T0); %thermal displacement in meters
of low-k (displacement (m))
T = @(x)T1+(Ttop-T1)*x;
%temperature distribution equation
integral = quad(T,x1,x2);
%integral over temperature
distribution, should return average for 1D rod
delth1 = alpha1*(H-gap)*(integral-T0); %high-k displacement
%
delthdiff = delth1-delth2; %this is the expansion
that is constrained by the low-expansion material
delthdiff = (H-gap+delth1)-(H+delth2);
stress1 = (delthdiff/(H-delth2))*Estar1;
%mechanical stress in
high-k material
force1 = stress1*w1;
stress2 = -1*force1/w2;
%mechanical stress in each identical lowk rods
Papp = stress1;
TCC = TCC0*Papp^power;
TCR = 1/TCC;
Rseries = Rbulkhigh + TCR/w1;
Rinv = (1/Rseries) + 2*(1/Rbulklow);
Rall = 1/Rinv;

%[W/K]
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Rtotal = Rall*W;

%[m2K/W]

effective for cell 2D volume

Ttopnew = (Qin*Rtotal)+Tbot;
T1new = (-1)*((Qin*(H/k1))-Ttopnew);
%check for convergence
TOL = 1E-5; %0.00001;
del = abs(T1new-T1); %convergence criteria
if del < TOL
w = 0; %and stop looping
%
display('TOL reached')
elseif count > countMAX
w = 0;
maxreached = 1
%
display('MAX Iterations')
end
count=count+1;
end
%
Rinv = (1/(Rbulkhigh+TCR/w1)) + (1/Rbulklow); %[W/K]
Rseries = Rbulkhigh + TCR/w1;
Rinv = (1/Rseries) + 2*(1/Rbulklow); %[W/K]
Rall = 1/Rinv;
Rtotal = Rall*W; %[m2K/W] effective for cell 2D volume
theta = TCR/Rbulktot;
Conduct = 1/Rtotal; % W/m^2-K
Keff = Conduct*H; %W/mK
qin =(Keff/H)*(Ttopnew-Tbot);
%effective resistance if no-contact, or TCR = infinity
TCRinf = 100;
Rseries = Rbulkhigh + TCRinf/w1;
RinvL = (1/Rseries) + 2*(1/Rbulklow); %[W/K]
RallL = 1/RinvL;
RtotalL = RallL*W; %[m2K/W] effective for cell 2D volume
RbulktotL = RtotalL;
%effective bbulk (since TCR = 0 initialize, this
is ideal
TtopL = (Qin*RbulktotL)+Tbot;
ConductL = 1/RbulktotL; % W/m^2-K
NoContK = ConductL*H; %W/mK
%}
%save particular values to a holding array
%save particular values to a holding array
CellHeight(c) = H;
Pressure(c) = Papp;
HotTemp(c) = Ttop;
BulkRes(c) = Rbulktot;
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ContactRes(c) = TCR;
TotalRes(c) = Rtotal;
Conductance(c) = Conduct;
Keffective(c) = Keff;
Ratio(c) = theta;
%Rcontact/Rbulk
Flux(c) = qin;
SinkTemp(c) = Tbot;
T1temp(c) = T1new;
Treference(c) = T0;
TensileStress(c) = abs(stress2);
CompressiveStress(c) = Papp;
Deldiff(c) = delthdiff;
kk1(c) = k1/ktarget;
etas(c) = eta;
CTEratio(c) = alpha1/alpha2;
LowestK(c) = NoContK;
%post-process to return to optimization
%post-processing
% [KeffHigh, TensileHigh, PressHigh]
KeffSwitch = Keff;
TensileHigh = abs(stress2);
PressHigh = Papp;
if maxreached == 1
TensileHigh = 100E9;
end

C.5 User-Input Sections for NSGA-II Algorithm in MATLAB [34]

C.5.1 Main
% optimization of parallel-path cell (using analytical solution)
clear all
close all
clc
% initialize
W = 0.01; %width of cell
% Optimize for Boundary Conditions and Target Parameters
Ttbothigh = 300; % [230 310];
%heat sink temp
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Ttbotlow = 230;
% Define setpoint parameters
ktarget = 180; %target for die-pressed aluminum
Tswitch = 300; %target switch temperature
qinHigh = 50000; %W/m2 flux handled
qinLow = 3000;
% Set properties and bounds
k1 =
330; %[ktarget
material
alpha1 = 11E-6; %[11.0E-6
k2 =
10; %[10
alpha2 = 1E-6; %[1.0E-6

2*ktarget];
20.0E-6];
ktarget];
10.0E-6];

%conductivity of bulk
%CTE, m/mK

HH =
[0.0025
0.01]; %height of unit cell
Ttref = [270
300];
%reference temp
TCC0 =
[0.001
10];
% %0.9875 constant in TCC vs Pressure
power function
power = [0.5
0.95]; %power for TCC vs Pressure power function
eta =
[0.5
0.9]; %percent of width that is high-k. beta =
1 is ALL high-k, no supporting structures
%save all necessary values into an input vector
minvals = [eta(1) HH(1) Ttref(1) TCC0(1) power(1)];
maxvals = [eta(2) HH(2) Ttref(2) TCC0(2) power(2)];
numObjs = 3; %number of objectives
numVars = numel(minvals); %number of decision variables
%trial optimization
pop = 40;
gen = 200;
parallelInputs = [numObjs numVars ktarget Tswitch qinHigh qinLow k1 k2
alpha1 alpha2 TCC0 power Ttbotlow Ttbothigh Ttref(1) W HH(1) eta(1)];
bounds = [minvals; maxvals];
nsga_2(pop,gen,parallelInputs,bounds)

C.5.2 Evaluate Objective Function
%run simulation
decisionVars = x;
[r1, r2, r3] = parallelOptFlux1(parallelInputs,decisionVars);
% [KeffSwitch, TensileHigh, PressHigh]
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%objectives (all incoming values are positive)
f(1) = (-1)*r1; %maximize effective high-k
f(2) = r2; %minize tensile stress
f(3) = (-1)*r3; %maximize pressure
% %constraint check
tensilestressMAX = 1E8;
if r2 > tensilestressMAX
f(1) = 100;
f(2) = 10E10;
f(3) = 100;
end

C.5.3 Convergence Criteria
L = 60; %convergence criterion parameter
sigmaL = zeros(1,gen); %hold all the convergence metric values over
the run
prevL = zeros(1,L); %hold the previous L dl's for averaging
%% compute stopping criteria using crowding parameter
% pull out maximum crowding distance from current generation
dlcol = (chromosome(:,numel(chromosome(1,:))));
kcheck = isinf(dlcol);
for x = 1:numel(kcheck)
if kcheck(x) == 1
dlcol(x,:) = 0;
end
end
dl = max(dlcol);
gennum(1,i) = i;
if i <= L
prevL(1,i) = dl;
sigmaL(1,i) = 1;
else
prevL(:,1) = []; %delete oldest value
prevL(1,L) = dl;
avgL = mean(prevL(1,:)); %average over the last L generation
valeus
sum = 0;
for h = 1:L
sum = sum+((prevL(1,h)-avgL)^2);
end
sigma = sqrt((1/L)*sum);
sigmaL(1,i) = sigma;
end
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